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DESIGN, TKSTINC, FXBKLCATl!JN AND 
/ LAUNCH StiPPORT 3F .4 LIQUII) CIIEPlICAL BARIUM RELE?SK PA.itiMI) 
SC. s. Stokes, E. W. Smith, and W. J. Hurplly 
SUNXAKY 
Tile program for "Design, Testing, Fabrication, Delivery ,and Launch Sup- 
port of a Barium Chemical Release Payload," (NASA Contract No. NAS l-7709) was 
begun in September 1967. 
A payload was designed which included a cryogenic oxidizer tank, a Fuel 
tank, and burner section. Release of 30 lb (13.6 kg) 01' chemicals was planned 
to occur Ln 2 seconds at the optimum oxidizer to fuel ratio. 'l'hc chemicals 
consisted of 17 lb (7.7 kg) of liquid fl.uorlne oxidizer and 13 lb (5.9 kg) of ) 
hydrazinc-bariuzl salt fuel mixture. The fuel mixture was 172 baliurn ctllcridc, 
16X barium nitrate, and 672 hydrazine and contained 2.6 lb (1.2 kg! of avail- 
able barium. ,$ 
Two significant problem arees were resolved during the program: cxp12': 
sive valve development and burner operation, The use of the extremely reactive 
oxidizer, fluorine, necessitated the design o f special; pyrotechnically actua- 
ted, flow release valves. Development of these explosive valves was the . 
pacing item in the program 
The chemical release mechanism consisted of pressurized fuel and oxidizer 
tanks containing dip tubes which were connected, through the explosive valves, 
to the burner. The payload 1-7.3s spun-up durinL, Q second stage rocket motor burn-, 
ing to approximately 6 vs to maintain the liquid chemicals on tie tank walls 
and insure fuel and or:idizer flowby blrr~down through the dip tubes. .I ., 
The average design-flow rnte,of the chem9cals was 15 lIo/sec'(6.8 kg/set); 
however, the initial flop; 37as-appsoxfnately 28 lb/set (8.2.kg/sec) and final 
fh~ &out 13 lb/se-c (5.9 kg/sec);'::i'Thie charecteristic of decreasing tWSS 
flo?7 rate led to burner.instabfPSejS,in the initial stages of burner davelop- 
ment. The problem ~78s soived by i aotallation of control orifices in the fuel 
and oxLdi.zer lines adjacent to the burner. 
A prototype payload was fired jn a gzo~nd test on April 3, 1970. Pata 
indicated that the test was succeooful end &I Bystem performed satisfactor- 
ily. Combustion of the 30 lb (13,6,kg) of cheticals took place' in 2 seconds. 
.~ 
On October 7, 1970, the Ilesesrch Institute? o E Temple University (RITU), 
in conjunction with NASA-Langley Reoeerch Center (MASA-LRC), participated in a 
c--J -. iquid chemical barium reJca.sc payload flight test from Wallops Island, 
Vi rgini:!. ‘llle release took placl~ at an altitude of approximately 260 km at 
9:51:17 u.l. This marked the first time that cryogenic liquid fluorine was 
used .IS an ,.lciJiier in a spacecraft. . 
The release. produced-n luminous cloud which expanded very rapidly, dis- 
appcnrinc, to the human eye in about 20 seconds. Barium ion concentration 
slowly inircased over a wide area of sky until measurements were discontinued 
at sunrise (about 30 minutes). ‘Although the barium ion yield was less than 
optimum value, much was learned about the liquid system.. A synopsis of flight 
results is presented in Appendix 1. 
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Barium yieid from solid I*hemical yelease system5 in existence at the time 
this program began was .>&twecn one &d,two percent of total chemical weight 
(see ref. 1). An improvement in barium yield seas needed in order to conduct 
more ambitious electric and magnetic field experiments using the ionized 
barium technique at grenter distances in the geomagnetosphere. Since theoreti- 
cal yield from liquid systems appeared to offer significant increases over . 
solid systems, laboratory investigations of promising fuel-oxidizer systems 
'dere conducted, in an earlier study, as reported in reference 2. From this 
work, a liquid system consisting of hydrazine, with dissolved barium salts, as 
the fuel and liquid fluorin%. for the oxidizer was selected as the basis for 
payload hardware development. 
. 
The purpose of this progr,:m was to develop and test a liquid chemical pay- . 
load system suitable for a point release of barium in the form of barium atoms 
and bar:llrn :ms. To approximate a point release, a release time of 2 seconds 
was specified. The ionized barium y$.eld of the iiquid chemical payload system 
was evaluated at an altitude of 260 km during a flight test on a Nike-Tomahawk 
vehicle. The Research institute of Temple University designed, fabricated, 
developed, and ully qualified the liquid chemical bariuin release payload. 
This report docilments the development of the payload and describes the ground 
support equipment essential for payload preparation and monitoring prior to 
lift-off. The results of the flight test are summarized in Appendix I. 
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‘, : .- I CHEMICAL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
, 
, Syste,m Selection 
Cncmica1 systems containing dissolved barium salts were evaluated in an 
earlier study pcrformetl by the RITU under NASA Contracts NAS l-6199 and NAS 
l-7070. Some ten different chemical systems were evaluated and compared on the 
basis ol the relative intensi!ies of the spectral lines of barium atoms (Ba? 
5535 g) and barium ions (Bat 4554 8). The results of this study, as reported 
in reference 2, indicated that the system utilizing "B-Nix" fuel and liquid 
fluorine (I,]:?) osidizer gave the greatest amount of light intensity at the 
desired specEra1 lines. This chemical system was selected for development and 
flight test . 
The "B-Mix!' .fuel consisted of barium salts dissolved in hydrazine with 
the following formulation: 
17% BaC12 - lG%'Ba(N03)2 - 67% N2H4 
The liquid fluorine oxidizer was maintained in a cryogenic state and,'wlnen 
mixed wI.til the fuel in the burner, a hypergolic reaction resulted. 
P, ' 
Chemical Properties and Handling Characteristics 
All of the chemicals used in the selected chhmical system are potentially 
I-/ hazardous materials and were handled either acccrding to government or indus- 
try approved procedures such as reference,3 and 4. . The properties and handling 
characteristics of thepertinent materials are sumimarized here. 
Fluorine.- Fluorine,'3 one of the most pcrgerful oxidizing agents known 
and can react with pr.tctically all organic and inorganic subst&?ces. Most 
common metals of constr:lction are compatible for else in a fluorine environment 
., since, in order to burn with fluorine, the reacti;ns mus'c be initiated by a 
secondary material which can be considered a contaminant or by localized addi- 
tion of energy such as friction, impact,-or heating to ignition temperatures. 
'. i 
The potential hazards to personlzel i9Ct&Gl g with fluorine are both chronic 
and acute. Exposure to jets of liquid os.g-as causes immediate and deep burn- 
ing of the skin. This,tissue destruction is the result of oxidation, thermal 
burns and tissue poisoning by- formation',of hydrofluoric acid. : ;p... ,. ">., 
Excess inhalation of gase& fluorine results in pulmonary edema. For- 
tunacely, fluorine can be detected by ado r in concenZration as lo:1 as 0.14 ppm. 
Vhcn fluorine can be smelled without irritation to the nose (up to X.ppm), the. 
individual should leave the exposure area within one-half hour. Concentrations 
above 15 ppm call for air masks and fhill safety suits. 
I 
There were three main hazards ant_icipated in handling fluorine in this 
program. During test operations, there vas the.hazard of inhalation of 
'i fluorine or hydrogen fluoride contaminated air over a long period of time as 
4: '_, 
.' ?.' 
; .- . . \_ . . 
- ( -; Lilt! result of lea!cage into Che atmosphere. As indicated, the hunian nose is an 
c--J -’ 
B::icellent fluorine detector and when fluorine was first sensed, it was only 
ncccssary for personnel to walk away from the area in an upwind direction, 
sinci: most oyera:ions were conducted outdoors. 
The other hazards of concern included accidental exposure to high concen- 
tration of the gas or accidental contact or impingement of liquid or gaseous 
fluorine on the body. The possibilty of such incidents occurring was mini- 
mized by proper design, well planned operational and'safety procedures, and 
thoroughly trained personnel. During all operations involving fluorine, a 
safety suit was worn by pzrsonnel and work was 'done from behind a shield. A 
breathing air supply was available for emergencies as well as body showers, eye 
wash fountains, and first aid equipment. 
Fhysical properties of liquid fluorine (LF2) are summarized as follows: 
Density: %3 1.56 g/cc (97.34 lb/ft') @ -196'c (-320'F) 
Viscosity: 0.31 cP @ -196OC (-320oF) 
Boiling Point: -1t38OC (-2O'i'op) 
Critical temperature: -i29OC (-20.L°F) .L. ? 
Hydrazine.- Hydrazine, N,H4, has been known and used as a fuel for many 
years and ityhandling peculi&ities are well known. Hydrasine is a clear, 
oily, water-white liquid. It is a strong reducing agent, weakly alkaline and 
hygroscopic. It has an odor similar to ammonia. Hydrazine is a highly polar 
electrolytic solvent and is soluble in water, methanol, unsymmetrical dimethyl- 
hydrazine,and ethylene diamine but is insoluble in ethers and hydrocarbons. 
I: . . 
Hydrazine !.B very toxic; -inhal.etiAn of even dilute~conccntrations should 
be avoided. Liquid hydrazine, FE spilled onto the skin or into the eye, can 
cause severe local damage or burns.. It 'can also penetrate the skin to cause 
systemic effects similar to tSose produced when the compound is swallowed or 
inhaled. Exposure. to hydrazine can also result in dermatitis. 
The threshold limit value (TLV) FlklCh has been adopted by the American 
Conference of Governmental ~Indmtrial Hygienists is 1 ppm for repeated 8 hour 
exposures. The minumum for odor detection is about 3 to 5 ppm. Since hydra- 
zinc vapors cause olfactory fatigue, the detection of hydrazine by odor can be 
used only as a first-warning. .,, : , -. . ,. . ~ ,. 
The toxicity and chemzcal reactivity of hydrazine dictated that suitable 
safety equipment be available for the- {rotectlon'of operating personnel and for 
safeguarding storage areas: ,Sa<ety-eq&ment u&d on, this program included 
showers, eye wash fountains, fiest, aid ~cquip;nen:, water spray deluge systems, 
fire hoses and fire blankets. '.. ,.',I 
.I ,, ; 
Barium Salts.- The soluble bariu!n salts, 
tratezre poisonous when t&en by mouth. 
barium chloride and barium ci- 
FCSJ cases of industrial systemic 
poisoning by barLum salts have been reported, but one investigator describes a 
fatal dose of poisoning attributed to barium oxLde* 9 the symptoms being severe 
abdominal pain with vomiting, dyspnea, rapid pulse, paralysis of the. arm and 
Tj leg, ,ind eventually cyanosis and death. The same investigator p reduced pnraly- 
..-’ sis in anim;G.s rcith bs-rium oside and carbonate. ‘l’hc usrlal result of exposure 
to the sulfide, oxide and carbonate is irritation of the eyes, nose ano throat, 
and ol tile skin, proc!ucing dermatitis. The barium salts mentioned are also 
somewhat caustic, 
Particular precautions \<ere taken to avoid unnecessary exposure or contact 
with the barium salts during mixing and handling operations. 
l’he physical properties of barium chloride and barium nitrate are summari- 
zzc! in Table I. 
Fue L (:‘B-Mix”) . - The barium salt solution consisted of a mixture of bari- 
um salts dissolved in hydrazine in the following amounts, by weight: 
17% BaC12 
16% Ba(N03) 2 
67% N2H4 , .L 
\’ I- 
Handling procedures and safety irecautions compatible with hydrazine were 
used. The mixture was found to be relatively stable as shock and impact sensi- 
tivity tests gave negative results. Eive successive 100 Kg-cm drop tests did 
net produce any observable decomposition. Care was taken to keep the mixture; 
near room temperature when possible since soEds would precipitate out of so- 
lution at the freezing point. 
c 
‘\ 
.- il 
ii _ . 
Physical properties of,;the “B-Nix” are as folloiqs: 
;, : 
Density: 1.358 gicc (84.74 lb/ft3) @ 25’C (77’F) 
Set Fi.gure 1: “B-Mix!’ Density vs. Temperature 
Viscosity: 3.535’ CS ‘i! 250C (77oF) : .I ;’ 
Freezing point: ‘-6oC (21o?) \3 . . f: ‘_. 
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Nose ogive 
0xidFze.c tank 
aurncr section 
Fuel t ar'lc 
Second-stage firing module 
The externai config~lration of the payload is sh,own in Figure 2. The payload 
was 9.00 in. (0.299 XI) in diameter h?d 105.94 in. (2.691 m) in length. The 
length hf the payload sections are giwn in Table II. The total weight of the 
payload was 175.0 lb (79.4 kg) including the 30 lb (13.6 kg) of chemicals. The 
p;~yload weight brcakdcwn is tabulated in Table III. 
The internal components of the payload and interfaces arc shown schemati- 
caSly in Figure 3. Payload components are described in a later section. The 
payload interfaces with the launcher.and ground equipment included three urnbi- 
licnl connectors, 
jacket, 
a liquid nitrogen (L?J2) supply line to the oxidizer tank 
oxidizer fill line, oxidizer dump line, and gaseous nitrogen purge 
lines to critical areas. The mechanical interface of the payload with the 
second-stage Tomahawk rocket motor was by means of a simple lap joint, 
$9 
The. liquid chemical barium release payload was launched by a Nike- 
Tomahawk vehicle. The launch vehicle and payload are shown in figure 4 in 
position on the launcher during pre-launch operations at fi,'.lAops Island. 
During flight, the Xike First-siage rocket motor tr’ss drag sepsrated at burnout. 
The Tornaha~k second-o tage rocket ‘motor and the payload remained attached 
throughout the flight. The Nike-TomahA; vehicle was furnished by Goddard 
Space Flight Center. 
Gescripti:x cf Payload Hardware 
Xme ogive.- .- The nose section for the payload furni:;i~ed by the Government 
was a standarti Nike-Tomaha\;k ceramic nose ogivc. Openings were provided to 
admit the oxidizer fili tube and an estension handle for opciling and closing 
the oxidizer fill valve, as shown in Figure 3. 
Oxidize? tank.- The oxidizer tank was double walled with an inner pressure 
vcsscl to hold the cryogenic fluorine surrounded by an outer jacket open to the 
atmosphere, to hold the 1,X2 for cooling. Since the LX2 has a 1aJer boiling 
pofnt than the LF2, the fluorine ii1 the inner tank was kept in a liquid state. 
During flight, the l.Y2 was quickly depleted from the outer jacket but the LF2 
was maintained in a cryogenic state by the heat sink capacity of the heavy oxi- 
dizer tank and the LF2 ieself. 
During the final coast phase of the flight, the payload was spinning at a 
rate from 4-5 rps. The inner tank included a diagonal slosh bar which helped 
to accelerate the LF2 during spin-up so that the LP2 would remain on the wall 
of the tank during the flight. Tha tank had a dip-tube along the wall through 
which the oxidizer flexed under the action of helium pressurant at the moment 
of release. '- i 
(-‘:, 
. .._ - .' ;Y 
._ 
The material selected for the osidizer tan!c was Type 6061-T6 aluminum 
wh:ch is compatible ?C'ih fluorine and also.has excellent xelding properties. 
Oxidizer tank specifications are given 'in Taole IV. ' 
'&. 
An insulating adaptor section was in&&d et t-he- Su-mer end of the oxi- 
dizer tank to reduce heat transfer from the burner 'and fuel tank sections and 
possible chilling of the %-mix" fuel. Insulator material specifications are 
given in Table V. 
Rurner section.- The burner section, between the oxidizer and fuel tanks, 
con5eined most of the payload componenta; Structixally, the burner section 
consisted of two half-sectiods -of rolled 6062-T6 aluminum plate attached to 
heavy ribs. The cylindrical half-sectbons comprised the payload skin and 
either section could be .removed to'scr;r4c~'~tb~.in.~e~al ccmponents, which were 
mounted on skin attached mountin dra&&:~ I'& oxidizer and fuel explosive 
valves were each held in place by a:bracc:'inte~ral with the osidizer and fuel 
tanks respectively and by top and bottom Valve holders‘attached to the inside 
of the payload skin. ., 
Fual tank.- The fuel tank b72s an -tnt:c~rol p-cJs 7 e-u&e vessel and also served 
as a structural section of the payload, The fusl tankcontained a diagonal 
slosh bar to accelerate the fuel mia:ture.du&eg spin-up so that the fuel would 
remain on the wall of the tan!<. The tank hod a dip-tube along the wall 
c 
through which the fuel ffO?Jed uder helic;il pressure when released by the ex- 
“i plosive valve. Fuel tznk . _.' specifications are given in Table VI. 
. : .$I ',: -. :- 
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Oxidizer fill valve.- The oxidixr fil L valve was mounted on the fo&ard -- 
end of the oxid2zer tank and tJaS used during fiL.Ling and pressurizing of the 
oxidizer tank. The valve was connected to the tar:< by means ol a 3/8” swagc 
type fitting and was actuated by a removab!e extension handlo through an open- 
ing in the nose ogive. The osidizer fill valve was a commercially available, 
type 3i6 stainless steel, bellows seal valve which was suitable for fluorine 
service. 
Fuel fill valve.- The fuel fill valve was mounted on t!le aft end of the 
fuel tank and was used during filling and pressurizing of the fuel tank. The 
fuel fill valve was a type 316 stainless steel for,?d needle valve and was ’ 
attached to the tank by means of a standard pipe thread. The valve was not 
accessible from outside the payload since fuel.fng operations were completed 
prior to final assembly of the payload. A closing torque of 20-30 in-lb was 
specified for this valve. 
Tubing and fittings .- Payload tubing in contact wj.th fluorine was general- 
ly either copper or aluminum, although the payload dump line stub was stainless 
steel. As previously noted, the feed system tubes were flared aluminum with 
steel f ittin&. Standard brass fittings were used with the flared copper 
tubing and swage type steel fittings were generally used with the stainless 
steel tubing, Due to the hazardous nature of the chemicals involved, particu- 
lar care 57a.s taken to ensure that all fitttngs would be leak-free under the . 
expected .environmental conditions by setting all fitting torque values at the 
levels specified in Table XII. .!:’ I ti ’ 
Exp :Los ive valves . - The payload included four explosively actuated', nor- c 
mally closed, flow control valves: two %” explosive valves in the oxidizer 
dump system; one 1” explosive valve in the oxidFzer feed system; and one 1” 
explosive valve in the fuel feed system;. All of these vzlves had the require- 
ment to totally contain the chemicals -, cryogenic fluorine or “E-Nix” -- until 
the instant af firing, trhen full fl.oz FT~S cstzblished through the valve; The 
original development testing ~25 done on the k” explosive valve as reported in 
reference 5. The 2” explosive valve de8ign w-e r;O a scaled-up version of the %” 
explosive valve, which is shoc?n schematically in Figure 6. The OpeKatiOn of 
the valve was as follows: a pyre-- +~chnAc.prescute cartridge ~72~ fired causing 
the ram to translate, severing a nipple on the InLet port. Ram motion con- 
tinued until the Eiow passage t7a5 cleared 2nd the ram sealed itself by wedging 
in the body of the valve. The ram in&ucIcd a 5IiPding cup seal and a flash cup 
to help contain the pyro~echnl~‘DarticE~~. , L-L-z~~~~vcP, there ~a5 no positive 
separation of the ez:pIotz~ive p;"oduc'ia fx&&he EDGY pasjceges during ram trans- 
lation. SimLlazLy, the rsm ti‘ealc .V:~TCJ”L&Z. d,esQned to seal the ram against 
ciotms tream preseurfzatlon pri0L e0 5ctnation, 
I . /\ 
.The 1” explosdvc vaiv15 , sham achc~zticaI.~y in Figure -7, is s’tnilar to 
the smaller valve and emplOyed ihe OEZ.C principle of operation. The larger 
valve had no flash cup armmge~~ent but utilbecd tvm seals on the ram. In ad- 
dition, ~hc ram cavity was ctosed by e ocrei:-on cover, necessiteted by the 
larger size of the ram. 
‘.,. ‘.. 
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Description of Paylozd Electrical and In.stru;ncntnti~,n Coaporxnts 
Payload Electrical Schematic.- The payload electrical system was designed 
by NASX-LKC and is sho\<n schematically in Figure 8. The electrical system 
includes the explosive valve firing circuits, contained in the flight program- 
mer, and the payload monitoring systems. The valve firing,circuit was a two 
wire, ungrounded, redundant system remotely armed and safcd. Cround monitor- 
ing and checkout was done through two umbilical circuits; the payload had no 
provision for in-flight monitoring. 
Flight programmer.- The flight programmer was designed, built, and quali- 
fied by NASA-LRC. Tie programmer included redundant, g-activated mechanical 
timers, which closed relay contacts to fire the valves. Due to the short 
release time of the chemicals, it was necessary to ensure that the fuel and . 
oxidizer valves would open simultaneously. ,To compensate for espected timer 
variations, the circuits were wired such that closure of either timer, would 
result in simultaneous actuation of both explosive valves. '. -_ -. 
Pressure Transducers.- Oxidizer and fuel tank pressures were individually 
monitored by t+ro Type 17-4PtI stainless steel,,+train-gage pressure transducers 
with a range of 0 - 1000 psia and qualified for cryogenic use. Pressure trans- 
ducers of the same electrical type were used Eo L' both the oxidizer and the fuel 
tanks in order to standardize the~elcctrical characteristics and mechanical 
requirements. The only diffcreno- z=;'bctween the fuel and oxidizer pressure 
transducers was theuse of a fcflon co&zcd, stainless steel O-ring for the fuel 
unit versus a silverplated, stainless steel O-ring body seal for the oxidizer 
unit. ,: 'I ': 3. Y\ 
Temperature Sensors.- Oxidizer and fuel tank temperatures were monitored 
by two Type 321 stainless steel encased platinum resistance temperature sensors. 
This sensor met the required temperature rz.ng.e, chemical compatibility, and 
shock and vibration capsbflity for both fuel and oxidizer use. Again, the ad- ' 
vantages of standardization were attained by the use of a single type of sensor. 
The sensors were attached to each tank with 3 1,11 svagc type stainless steel nut. 
The 3-tdre electri& connecZion &z8~~!ade thsough the umbilical. cable. 
f 
Pavload better& The 'paylond'b&tery ~72s a flight qualified unit used 
only G-fire the E"*e::ploaive valve cartridges "1 the It" oxidizer dump valves 
could be fired only through the tioflios!t by ground pozer. The battery was 
squfb activated, thermostatically temperscure controlled, with two sections, 
each with I/g ampere hour capacity anA - an 0pf.z circukt voltage of 15 volts. 
The battery ws activated during the 1s~ Zeu minutes of the payload countdown. 
Mring Harness and Conncctors.- The payload wiring hsrness configuration 
~35 jointly developed by NASA-LX and TtT'sJ znd was fabricsted by NASA-LRC. 
connectors med were flight qualified tr,cz~. 
All 
The .uii&ilical connectors were 
mounted in a special bracket at a 450 znglc to fa&lftetc a fly-way disconnect. 
: II _:. 
Development and qualification tests wcrc pcrfurmtsrl on mat~.riaJs, compon- 
L!nts, subsystems and prototype payload to vlbrify I.!I~* tlc*sig:l .n!cqu.xy under 
er.pcctcd ground handling and fligiit load conditions. '1'11~ quali ficntion tests 
. 
included environmental stress and time dur<lLiorl LII 'c*x(-css cjf that to be encoun- 
tcrcd by the payload in flight. ThC p$Jloatl and <:tr:njlclrlc:t:t' CJtlilll Ci.catiotl Lest 
levels are specified in Table XIV. 
Component Development 'I'csts 
Tankage Burst Tests.- The payload tankage was (!csigned in accordance with - 
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The oxidi zcr tank spcciticntions are 
given i11 Table IV and the fuel tank specifications arc given in Table VI. 
Burst tests were performed on typical fuel and oxidizer tnnks. The tanks ' 
were fully radiographed over the weld areas before testing. Results of the 
burst tests are shown graphically in Figures 9 and 10 for the fuel and oxidizer . 
tanks, respectively, and are summarized here: 
Fuel Tank Design Test 
Yield Pressure, psi 2400 2570 
Burst Pressure, psi 2709 2850 
, 
Oxidizer Tank . Design Test 
e Yield Pressure, psi :. ,. 3710 4300 ., 
Burst Pressure, psi:,:, 4?1:, 4550 
!’ 
Figure 9 shows a curve of pressure (lb/in') versus strain (micro in. 
elongation/in. length) and a curve of pre ssure versus permanent strain for the 
fuel tank. The pressure versus strain curve ~~2s a straight line up to about 
2000 lb/in2 pressure. Young's Modulus, as determined by test, was 12.4 x 10G 
lb/in2. The fuel tank burst longitudinally in the center of the shell. No 
cracks, large permanent strains or yield appeared in the dished heads. 
; 
The pressure versus strain,curve fo!z the oxidizer tank, shorn on Figure 
10, was a straight line/up to about 3000lb/i&pressure and Young's Modulus 
was calculated to be 11.6 x 106'lb/in2, ;The oxidizer tank also burst longi- 
tudinally in the center of the ~hcll and.'no cracks, pcrmznent strains, or yield 
was apparent in the dished heads. " ',.' . 
. . 
Tubing Burst Test,- The tubing.leodFa g from the.tank to the explosive 
valve was teated separately, An 8)' length of 0.065" wall 6061-TC al~zminum 
tubing was fitted with swage type fittings and subjected to a burst test prc- 
cedure, Tne design burst pressure o- C the tubing ~~a.s 6750 lb/in2, The tubing . 
burst at a preaaure of 6800 lb/& in a loi@eudinal direction in the middle of 
the tube. 'i!h%a test proved the design o P the tubing and the integrity of swagc 
type connection for this application. 
'i'nnkage Spin-Expulsion Test.- Tests ;Irere run. on t!Ie o:iidi::cr and I'uc.f 
tankage to determine the effect of rotation on expulsion efficiency. 'II I 1’ 
. . 
<a&age was mounted with the payload longitudinal axis vertical ;~nd wit\:‘ 1" 
explosive valves to ccntrol the release of Eluid. 
T'nc oxidizer tank was Filled with 10.9 pounds of water cquivaient to tile 
volume of 17 pounds of LF2. The oxidizer tank was spun at 22 rns aficr having 
been pressurized to 250 psi. The water was released in 1.86 set, with 0.24 . 
pounds of water remaining in the, tank after expulsion; equivalent to 0.37 
pounds of fluorine. A second t&t using LO2 at a spin rate of 16.5 rps 
resulted in 0.31 pounds of LO2 remaining in the tank; equivalent to 0.40 pounds 
of LF2 or 2.35% Fluid remaining. The test spin rates were higher than the 
expected payload spin rate to compensate for the effect of gravity. 
A test with the fuel tank filled with 9.57 pounds of water, equivalent to 
the volume of 13 pounds of hydrazine mix, and spun at 22 rps resulted in 3.086 
pounds remaining after expulsion; equivalent to 0.17 pounds of hydrazine mix 
or 1.31% fluid remaining, High speed films and flowmeter recorder traces 
showed the fuel and oxidizer expulsion to be smooth and continuous. Table Xv 
summarizes the results of the spin tests. 2 
Tankage Slosh-Coning Test.- Testswere conducted at LRC on specl.aJSy fab- 
ricated, transparent plastic fuel and oxidizer tanks to determine the effect of 
expected vehicle coning motions on the IEluids in the spinning tanks. The tanks 
were set-up on a rotating ta31e so that the+simulated vehicle roll axis could 
undergo coning motions while the ' tank was being spun at the desired rate about 
its own axis. The fuel tank test set-up is shown in Figure Il.. Note that the 
tank included the slosh bar to improve acceleration of the fluid. 
- . 
For the purpose of these tests, the fuel was simulated by 38% sugar-water 
solution and the oxidizer>ras simulazed by bo%ling water. The test proccdurc 
consisted of spin 2cceler2ting the tanks from rest while imposing a coning 
motion. The time from start of rotation to formation of 2 stable pnr<abola was 
recorded, Films shoaled that, after the acceleration period, fluids wcrc very 
stable within the tank and vere not affected by the coning motion. The d:ttcl 
from the tests is summarized in Table XVI. 
Mechanica and Electrical CononenPs.- The oxidizer temperature and pres- 
sure transdnccrs and fill.velve me-3 hC. exposed to IrCuid fJuorine to assure 
material compatUoility; A .tenFereEure transducer, pressure transducer and 
oxidizer PilJ.. valve, as rkceived from the vendor, were carefully examined and 
attached to the bottom of a brass &I&. The system ~725 passivated with gaseous 
fluorite. It was then immersed ir,:a liq 
fluorlnc was condensed in the s37s&&. 
uPd WLtrogen bath and.one-half pound of 
Eiqtid fluorine remained against the 
components for 5 hot?as. They were the2 pressure checked; no.leakage was ob- 
served. %'nc components were thesr.scnt to NAM-ERC for quabifFcation tests. 
FollcJPna qualification tests, they, Bere reche&ed for integrity; no leaks or 
failure of any kind.tlere noted. i:. 
. 
Explosive Valves.- 
ad 1" expIc3 Jve 
h exta?za9ve prog2x!rn vi% 
-iaGe for liq&I fluorine 
undertaken to develop the ti" 
service. The I" explosive valves 
The follming description summarizes the comp,onent testing of the valves 
and also lists ‘the valves which were tested as part of payload sys tcm tes es. 
A total of ten 1” explosive valves were tested: G with iiquid fluorine; 3 with 
“B-Nix” fuel; and 1 with liquid oxygen. A total of six G” explosive valves 
were tested: 4 with liquid fluorine and 2 with gaseous fluorine. Table’ SVLL 
summarizes the test results in tabular form. Figure 12 shows the explosive 
valve initiator electrical circuit used for ground tests and figures 13 through 
18 show various test set-ups-. 
1” Valve Tests (original configuratiofi valves) : 
SN 1010-017 - "B-Xix" :, 
Th’is test was to detern!ne fuel compatibility of the valve. Figure 13 
shows the piping schematic for the test* Valve SN 1010-017 was installed in 
&he system using 54 ft-lb torque on the valve &ts, as recomended by the manu- 
facturer. Thirteen pounds of “B-Xix” ore loaded in a flight-type Fuel tnnk. 
l3oth squibs in the pyiotcchnic cartrids@ B!ere used in parallel and had a total 
rcslstnnce of .57 ohms. After pressurizing the tank to 417 psia, t,lc valve 
w:a.s act uatcd, The flcmncter trace indicated flC~J wss completed after 2.3 
scco:rds and the system held preasuze after the test. No pressure spfkc VW 
Fndfcated by the strain gage type pressure trensducer, ~9hicii was f or::~l c*d tn IIIv 
liquid half of the tmk, as shmn~in PL~EP 13. 
c-1 
-c split at the weid. The entire valve displaced itself l/S” to 5132” tmarcls the 
center of the tank due to inadequate mounting. Again, no pressure spike was . 
indicated, but subsequent valve sectioning revealed traces of blow-by. 
'?i 
SN 1010-014 - LF 2 
IXgure 14 shows the piping scheme for~the liquid fluorine tests. Valve 
SN ;lOlO-014 was insta1l.d in the system using 65 ft-lb torque. The squibs were 
connectc'd in parallel and had a total resistance of 0.56 ohms. 
Liquid nitrogen was added to both baths and 16 pounds of fluorine was con- 
densed in the flow tank. The explosive valve was immersed in liquid nitrogen 
up to and including the Elow ports. A thermocouple placed on the top of the 
valve LndLcated a temperature of -297OF. A strain gage type pressure trans- 
ducer was mounted in the top of the "boiler plate" type tank. The system was 
pressurized to 517 psia and the valve actuated. The flowmeter trace indicated 
flow for 140 ms after firing of the valves, at which time a violent fluorine 
rcactj.oo occurred. 
Later inspection of the system'shmred that the inlet line to the explosive 
valve was torn off at the 370 AN fitting. The other end of this line, attached 
to the flowmeter outlet with a swage type connection, was pulled out. The tube 
connecting the exit port of the valve with the inlet port of the receiver tank 
was bulged. All of the damage seemed to be external, as the inside of the 
valve through the flow ports was clean and-showed no evidence of blow-by 
reaction with fluorine. There was indication that some fluorine reacted with 
ice on the external parts of the valve. i) , _-' 
It was concluded'that:the. imp&t or' valve actuation opened some lines . 
slightly or possibly momentarily and a relatively small amount of fluorine 
reacted with ice on the fittings and,ble?J them out. ivIost of the fluorine 
poured out the broken line at theexit of the flawmater into the liquid nitro- 
gen bath reacting 515th surroundin g ice and b&37 the bath apart. The bulge in 
the line leading from the va1vc.t.o the rece.jver tank tias thought to be due to 
pressure build-up during the explosion, 
The solution to this problem US besed strictly on thc‘mechanical failure. 
A brace w&designed and.&structed that would hold the yalve rigidly in the 
verticsl pkne. This.brace,was built into the sglr"t payload shell which, in 
tUZIp Was secureh to' the:mock-up omtidizer tan%. The brace previously used was 
designed to hold the valve. against ,vibzat-ion due to takeoff and. flight; these 
nez bracea were csed in addition &,the old b races in the flight configuration. 
, *I .:. ‘..' - 
', 223 zoao-015 - LO2 -, :. ,.,' ' 
,- ‘, 
Liawld oxygen (1~02) BS mcd Emtend ,of liquid fluorine in the first ex-  
p2osFve valve test using the ne*J brace, 
2 . . 
'If valve actuation were to result %n 
damage to the system, the Ilqtid 0~~~&~ou2d probabOy cause no more damage 
than a completely inert materi&. '.< , 
.; 
’ j 
I 
‘. i 
‘, ’ I 
( -i Valve SS lOlO-015 was installed in the system as shcx~n in 
trrd fligilt-type payioad tank and 100 ft-lb torque on both fitt 
Fig. 15, using 
i ngs . iioles were 
previously drillb:d in the tube fitting nuts. After torquing the fittings, lead 
balls wt’rc pl;tccci in t!lcse holes arld a set screw turned down on the balls so 
tlidt ttilb icad j mwcl the ch reads, minimizing the loosc;:ing effect of the valve 
;lcCuation. 
/ 
‘f’lrirtccn i)ounds of oxygen were condensed in the mock-up tank, being eqci- 
valtmr to 17 pounds of fluorine in volume. The system was pressurized to 59s 
psi;1 .~nd the vnive actuated using both squib bridge wires in parallel. Flow 
to the rcccivcr tank w<as completed in 2 seconds. No pressure spike was re- 
corded nlthough some blow-by was indicated above rhe Elow ports on subsequent 
sectioning of the valve. 
'Attic system was drained by means of the dump system. The receiver tank, was 
pressurized to 500 psi;1 ;~nd the 13 pounds of liquid o:xygen were dumped through 
n conventional solenoid valve and $I’ OD copper line in 7 minutes. The line was . 
orificctl close to the tank with a 869 drill hole in a small plate..- 
. 
On removal. from the flow system, it was noted that the I." explosive valve 
had moved downward l/32" toward the fittings. It was decided to use shims 
between the valve and iader brace when ne+ccssary in subsequent testing. 
When removing the explosive valve from the system, it was noticed that the 
back-off torque on the inlet nuts was 50 ft-lb and on the outlet nu:, 60 ft-lb. 
I: -7 was decided to use valve SN 1010-015 in further t&rque tests. The fitting , ..ut was torqued to 150 ft-lb and the tank pressurized to 500 psia with helium; 
no leak was noticed. The valve wasp then lcxcered into a liquid nitrogen bath 
and allGqed to come to equilibrium. The valve was taken out of the bath and 
ehe back-off torque was noted to be 135 Et-lb, while the valve was still very 
cola. At i50 ft-lb torque, tile sea?. gasket rjsed on 37’ AN fittings showed an 
acceptable deformation indicating that it functions as a seal, and 150 ft-lb 
torque was chosen as an acceptable mi.nimum torque level. A check with the 
manufacturer and NASA-LRC verified that torque levels as high as 200 ft-lb 
could be used, if necessary, without damage to the fitttng. 
Air Operated 3/'4" Glcbe Valve - LF2 
Prior to further testing of the.espLosZ.ve valves, the transfer system was 
tested under f2~ conditions with flue-rine-bht using a valve other than the 
explosive valve. A @n&maticelly a&&cd ti- "Tobe valve was installed in the 
system shobm in Pigu-re 16 king, 160 f&lb torque 
fittings. 
on the inlet and outlet port 
The entire system ws pressure bhc&cd with heE.um-to 560 psig and 
then repsskvated with 200 psig of fluozinc'fos 25 minutes. The system t7as 
again preesure.ci?ecked with heplum to 550 pai=, 
.LN:, ~7% nupplicd to the tank jacket a~,c! 5,15 pounds of .Eluorine Were cow 
densed in the mock-up tank. 
valve actuaeed. 
The systemwas pZeasuri.zed, to 595 psi'-~7 ad the 
Flop GS completed In 1. second aDd the transfer .of fluorine 
. .’ 
( 
27~1s accomplished without incident. 
Jack compatfble wi. th LF 
This test: indicated that the bait system # 
2' 3 . 
LII.IL \!.?d IJcpn tf~:cd vi 111 “!i- ii xl’, :c’;i?. !tC’ctioll(.L! iI1 .i IIorizontal 1;1anc immedi- 
.lLc:lV 3boVc~ tllc? V;llVc Finn< pOrL5. llurlr ii!ilrkS and some material were evident ; 
later ,inaly:i is of the mal1.ri.11 ir:dicJtcd the prC!:jCllCC of titanium, a cons;itu- 
cnt of the propellout cllnrj:c‘. A sm&i amount of the mrrtcrinl 142s exposed to 
gzeous f luorinc and a11 immcdiatz and violent reaction occurred. Since f luo- 
rine compntibilf ty W;~F n rcqui reI,.cnt for the cxpl.osive valves, it was concluded 
that the valves would have to be modified to reduce the possibility of pyro- 
technic blow-by. Accordingly , the l-inch \*alves were refitted by the addition 
of a second cup seal on the ram to provide seal redundancy. The $-inch valves 
had not yet been tested, but they were alsc modified by the addition of a flash 
cup seal to help contain particles from the pyrotechnic reaction. 
&inch Valve Test*.. (refitted valves): 
SN 1010-007 - ix2 
A set-up, as shown in Fig. 17, was prepared with a 3000 cc stainless 
steel cylinder used as the LF, supply tank.. Pressure transducers were mounted 
immediately upstream end down;trcam of the explosive va:ive. The valve was held 
in the new brace and the csit line blats also clamped, The va3vz ntlts were 
torqucd to LO5 ft-lb and locked with lend balils. 
., ‘, -_- 
psia. 
The supply tank wa.y f fllcd with 5.516 pounds of ‘LF2 and pressurLzed to 520 
Squib A-11 with n resistance of 1.. 55 ohms was fired. The valve actuated 
satisfactorily. Pro:;surc trnrcs indicated an upstream pressure spike of 968 
psia and downstrchm of 837 psi3 but the :;ypJ tern rczlined pressure tight. 
hpproxfmatcly 65 ft-lb ts~!rc rcquirc d ea loo:::en the valve nuts at disassenbly. 
Subsequent sectioning oC the vslvc? did not sawal any b,lCp7-by. . . “). :; *. ,- L 
SN 1010-008 - JAI:2 “; .I,. *.- ,_ . .. -. 
SN LOLO- - LF2 , 1 
I’ilc 11ct.i on the valve ports were torqued L’O IO’: Ft-Lb wit11 lead ball locks. 
.\;,prr~sfm~tcl;* 15.3 pounds of iF2 were condensed in the fl ig!lt-type tank and the 
.iyStL’il: iiS:; pressurized t0 535 F?‘ia. The valve tcn;;)cr?ture W;IS measured at the 
~i~;iu oi firing as -J.XI~F. The valve performed sntis;ac,tori.ly although some 
b 1 dW-by was sI:wn on subsequent csaminat ion. The doxnsrrean pressure transdu- 
ccr t ,li led again due to mechanical shock a!ld t?lc flowtnctcr pick-up also failed. 
?‘tlc system rcmaincd pressure tight and :he back--off torque on ttlc valve nuts : 
was 70 it-lb at disassembly. 
ss 1010-009 - 
TtliS VillW WilS place4 in tile 17-p(\und test set-up as shown in Fig. 15. 
The valve nuts were torqucd to 165 ft-lb and sccurcd with lead ball locks. The 
valve was wrapped with a beating tape with a powcr input of 400 t*lotts. The 
purpose 0f the heater fins to determine the cffec’ L of valve Ce.mpcraCurc on per- 
f ormancc . At the time of valve firing, the top> of the valve indicaeed -2OoF 
and the side -7SoF. ’ .; b, 
\‘r 
Approximately 16.5 pounds of 
\\ 3: 
SF2 trerc’ co’.?&?nscd in the flight--type tank. 
A piczoclectric type pressure gage was mountad’iPinchcs downstream from the 
(,.;., valve csit port. The tank was pressurized tci 505 psia. The A-B squi;b was 
firca and the valve performed saCisfactorily. It!‘was concluded that valve 
temperature did not signi.fictint3.y cffece valve operation. A pressure spike of 
745 psia was noted about 20 milliseconds afeer Plo:z senrtced but the system was 
pressure tight after the run. ‘, 
‘_ 
?N 1010-306 and SN 1019-023 1. L, -- 
,lu:*p 1 iI,:.* 1 et1 to tllc disposal unit, *zhere fhe fluor in<> was reacted with char-. 
I 1‘41 I i L i>rOdl~cC ;I roiativcly inert chemical. 
‘I’irc I*- inch. ~4 nut:: on the valves were tcrqued to :htr specified 146 in-lb. 
Lirl icr to’rque tests sho2ed tha: aluminum fittings failed in thr? fitting region 
!,ctwc~n the valve body weld and tllrsad area at X0 in-lb. 
'The oxidizer tmk was loaded ?Cth 15.5 pounds of LT’? and pressured to 490 
psia. One squib from e’acll valve was fired by an DC firing system. Firing 
curwrlts vere set off the nominal SA with 6.I.A firing current applied to valve 
SX 1010-042 and 3.3.4 applied to valve SX 1010-044. Both valves performed 
satisfactorily. The average flov during the blowdoxn opt rat ion was estimated 
to be 0.13 lblsec. TWO minutes were required to empty the tank- as determined 
by the rapid pressure decay on the tank after that time. The disposal unit 
performed satisfactorily and remained inta.ct through the dump cycle.‘ 
SK 1010-040 and 1010-045 : * 
These valves were also tested in the dump system s!lo~zr. in Fig. 18 with the 
flight-type oxidizer tank mounccd vertically as in the previous test. This 
test differed from the previous dump valve test in that t!le tank was pressur- 
ized to !565 psfa with 17.0 pounds of LF2 cd~dcnsed in the oxidizer tank. The 
valve rZ< nuts were c a’ =g 2.a torqued to 14G in-lb. 
One squibi from each v31vc va fired using the fallowing firing currents: 
SN 1010-043 at S.% and S1J 2OXM45 IX 4.58. The volvcs performed sP.tisfnc- 
torily and no pscssure spikes rr:ore a’3servedt It eaok 154 scc to discharge the 
tank, <as detcm2rced by CS arc pras;sute trace dsopp with average ‘flow of 0.11 lb/ 
SC&. The disponcl unft functioned saticfactcri 1y. 
SY ro10-033 and SN IOf.O-G51 
To ins:tre that the’ dump system ~ulci on 
the flucrice d~.~p valves fur~ctb~ned, 
L2ZZte SUcC@SSfu2bj if only one Of 
was fired. 
a teotz ocs nzde in kjhich only one valve 
The test set-up cons9s2ed of a zxk-up oxidizer tank mounted hori- 
zontally with the l-inch line bLo&ecl md the dump system., with the valves in 
?asitfon, was oriented to effect a,gas phzsc dump. :. ; 1.. . 
-. 
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Burner. - 
The burner and feed system undervrent cstensivc developioent during this 
progrm. Two types of test burnebrs were designed, fabricated and tested. 3ne 
type was a single-sided burner; physically one-half the prototype. %e other 
tppe was a two-sided type9 as show iu Fig. 5. Early designs used a straight 
chamber. The prototyee, as shown in Figure 5, incorpcrated a tapered chamber 
together with a flov orifice in the fuel and oxidizer lines. The initial 
burners indicated an instability at a frequency of 7 to i0 cps. T!lis was 
cliirin;lted by tapering tile .cha&er and installing the floe; orifice. The re- 
sults oI tests 01: the flight-type burner are smmarizcd below. 
The a:alizci cl..xl fuel tank pP@ssu~L? emces shcw tflat the propellants ran 
out 02 cssenrlslly the sim2 tir”;2 - 2c;@g ~~>;saconds~ -The oxidizer tank pres- 
sun2 staitcd at 515 psi3 and &?.erc~zQ $0 393 pia. The Ir’uel tack pressure 
started at 465 psia and dccrczc?d to 24Q p&a. T’w fu+ pressure ttausducer 
shcsed an iniei.31 ckop eo zero &qc:ey 7J~fvC oceuztios; this was attributed to 
vslvc ah&k being transmitted to eh.c shoc75 scnr;%tive pressure transducer. The 
Cd.diZei Ii’tauifold piessuit? did gut ~$IEI 
’ pressure rise. 
zny *mexpected psessure spike OK undue 
The na;:fnun orsSd9aa-,~~ni:~oSd-~-sess~ase was 53.2 psia and then 
I 
. 
! 
,--. 
i >;i 
,I, i . (--‘, 
i I 
d~creasod srwothly for 600 mLlli.seconds, at which Lime the leads from thy. 
transducer were burned through. / 
.---- 
Following the test, the burner walls sho*yed some cros ion. i’his :cns .1Lt ri- 
butcd to fluorine reacting with the hot burner walls. 
burner Vacuum Tcs t: 
This test was performed to determine burner operation under v;~cuum condi- 
tions. A one-sided or one-half burner was placed at the end of a 1500 1.u. It. 
vacuum chamber with explosi~le valves and tankage located external to t:lc 
chaticr. On the first attempt to ru;l this test, cxpl osive va lvc 5:; 1t?bi-(JOf) 
was installed on the oxidizer tank and valve SN 1045-004 on the fuel tank. 
Upon application of the firing current to these l-inch valves; oniy tl~c oxitli- 
zer tank emptied. Examination of the burner indicated that no combustion DC- 
curred so it was concluded that the fuel vaivc failed tc actuate due to insuf- 
ficient firing current..) Resistance checks confirmed that the bridge wires wore 
intact in the fuel valve. 1 
The firins circuit pc~er supply wr3s upgraded and E!le va?1vc ss 1t)b54G7 was 
installed on the oxidizer tank and valve SN 1045-004 was reinstalled on the 
fuel tank. The oAdizcr tank vas loodud wifzlr 3.4 pound:: QC LF2 and prcssurLzeJ 
to 542 psis and the fuel &a~lr was loaded with 2.6 pounds of ‘rB->li:c” and prcs-. 
surizcd to 552 psia. .“I ,y- 
‘?c valves ware fired and a s~cceosf~tl burner- firing occurred :lt 2 chamber 
v=tcuum pressure of 400 torr. vai.vc pxfom21ce was s.ltisfactory in al 1 rc- 
spccts. Burning, took piace for 420 ,GS BS evidenced by 42 f ramcs of a 100 
framelscc film. The flame sppsarer2 red initially and gradually turned tagar’d 
b Pi ff1t 0~imf.c. Scanning spcctre sho::ed a relative Rae intensity of 2840 mV and 
a sd- rciaeive intensity grcatr;rz th;:ta 46fX mv. Color film data, pressure rc- 
cordinga o and ii$t ~intensity scx~~;uxmxtt~ of the firing sho\~;cd smooth ignition 
followed by rapid $%um expansion. The folio-Ang data shod-s the reiativc light 
intensity of the Eria and &cl G lines c:.C~& ntmosphcric and vacuum conditi-ens. 
FatG o Atmospheric 1 . a vocuuIil :, 6.2/l ‘.. 2/l 
I’ayload Ikzvc.l oplllerit Tests 
Load-deflection tcst.- The prototype payload was assembled in the flight -- --- 
configuration inc1udir.g the dcspin module. All screws and fittings were 
torqued to values as shown in the specification section. Thfrceen pounds of 
water wprc placed in the fuel tank and seventeen pounds of :<ater in the oxidi- 
zcr tank to simulate the payload weight at launch. The payload was mounted 
with the flight axis horizontal and with the burner axis either vertical or 
horizontal. Dial gages indicating in thousandths of an inch were placed as 
shown in the.sketch accompanying Table XVIII. 
'Itro types of loading were considered: a ZOO-pound load applied to the 
nose ogive to produce a 23.,6i)O in-lb external moment on the des-pin module to 
Tomahawk joint; and a distributed load of 133 pounds to simulate a total load 
of 1.75 g, including the payload weight. 
The results of the bend tests are summarized in Table XVIII. The maximum 
deflectlon with the 200-pound load applied at the nose was 0.308 in. with the 
burner ksis in'the vertical position. In thi's orientation the final "set", 
or deflcctiQn from the initial position-due to'repeated application of the 
load, was 0.002 inches. 
The maximum deflection with the distributed load was 0.049 inches. The 
-7 
I 
payload did not show any set with this loading and returned to its original 
_ ' position. ' These tests showed that the payload w&Ad withstand a 21,600 in-lb 
moment at the despin module to Tomahawk joint without failure or appreciable 
-. yield. The tests also showed that the payload would withstand a 1.75 g dfs- 
'x..Jributed force and not yield. J- .' 
---. ., .j .' 
-Heat transfer tests.- Five.heat transfer 
paylo&,asser&led as in a fligh& 
tests we& performed with the 
L condition with all components in place. The 
purpose of these tests was to determine if there were any payload or component 
thermal problems due to heat transfer into the cryogenic oxidizer tank. The 
oxidizer tank jacket was filled with m2 and the oxidizer tank was filled with 
12.5'pounds of LO2 to simulate the volume of 17 pounds of LF2. The fuel tank 
was filled with'10.7 pounds of water-alcohol solution to simulate 13 pounds of 
fuel mix volume. . .. .:. ,! il '! 
.4 
c '.. 
Copper-const'&tanthermocoujles were.attached at the following payload 
locations: _ .I :r,,. _'~ 1:: .,‘ -:, $: " 
.i- ,;;p 
1. On the bonnet of the.oxidi&!.f$.ll valve 
2. On the body pi. the fuel exp1osiv.e v@.ve~ - 
2: 
In the burner'~hambc~ attached to the-rear wall 7 
On the battery case side closest to the oxidizer tank _ 
' 5. On the programmer case sidezloseo:: to the osidizcr tank 
6. On the explosive actuatoy pa&t of the oxidizer explosive valve 
7. On the expldsive actuator part of the .ox%dfzer dump valve 
8. On the fuel tank skin at the middle 
9. Cn the injector skin at th.e umbilical connecter fitting. 
10 . Attached to-an umbilical pin ,T -.' 
22,;; '- . ,- _ 
.I 
1 7 .' Temperatures were recorded after the specified llsoak times" had permitted the 
tcnprraturcs to stabilize. 
Strain gages were mounted on the middle of the 1" line leading from the 
oxidizer explosive valve to the burner. Strain gages were also mounted on the 
burner skin at a point opposite to those on the oxidizer line. At each loca- 
tion gages were p.Iaced in longitudinal and circumferential direction. 
Temperature and pressure transducers were placed in the 
dizer temperature probe and pressure%transducers were placed 
tank. 
fuel tank. Oxi- 
in the oxidizer 
-. 
f : 
Jeat Transfer Test 81: 
Test Conditions 
Asscn<lled payload mounted in horizontal position on pad. 
Ambient conditions: Soak Time 5 hours 
hir Temperature SOoF 
Wnd Velocity :. .. 15 to 25 
Relative Humidity 78% 
Oxidizer Section 
Oxidizer fill valve : 
Orzidizer explosive valve, I." 
Oxidizer explosive valve, 4" 
Oxidizer temperature probe, inside tank 
Oxidizer pressure . , . 
Burner Section _ .: -. 
Battery . 
Programmer 
Burner .skin at umbilicals : 
Umbilical pin 
Stress,'burner skin ^ d 
Stress tube, circumferential, constant 
Stress tube, longitudinal (max. at,38 KXI) 
Fuel Section . ; : AI 
Fuel espboskve valve, 1" . ..<. :.'.:i -') 
Fuel tank skin .,C, : : ,- ,.".., 
Fuel temperature probeD .Fnside tank~~~iaifid~ 
Fuel temperature, final A- '::., : :.'i-- *', 
Fuel pressure :: .J;‘. 
: . . . . ,;- 
.., 
. ..’ ,, _ 
. . 
: , ,_ , ., 
1.2 
38 
_ 53 
38 
,.‘A :. ,. _. * 
Results of Heat Tzanofer Teat $1 il._- _, .c; 
.,.a .' : i,, _. .‘: .I.. , .. :,, ~ T ., . :. ., .,:! 
, I 
Oxygen loading tine k7a9 20 ninuteo. 
temperature after f-3/4 houre.' 
Co-npononts reached rz steady state : . ; ,~ 
',-- ': the ffnal tmgaratuxe of the ozidizer 1" .-. ',, I 
explosive valve and 55" dump va.lv!a wm.-242oP, 
r'uel explosive valve final tempazature wzz 
The battery reached -240F. ,The, .: ..:j 
229; tia%o.+ approxinate2y the- : i ( ,::I: -_ , ..I 
. . 23: ' 
.'. ',' . . * .; . ,' I., 
., 
I '. ,- -- . 
/' :, .I .. \ __ 
I.. 
/, : 
Temperature, 'I: 
-236 
-242 
.-242 
-314 
160 psig 
-24 
-2 
8 
-a 
Nit 
. 9600 psi 
6170 psi 
( 
/-. 
r ljt ., ‘,I, lr,~czing point. The initial temperature of the fluid in the fucl'tank 
W.I; 53cI: and decreased at the rate of 6vF/hr for l-3/4 hours. After this 
' 1 L IRC 3 tl,~ rare slowed to 1.35OF/hr until a final temperature of 36O1: was 
rcnchL!ii. Tile warm-up test showed that with an empty L?J2 jacket, the LO2 tern- 
pcrature increased from -314OF to -2?3'F in 30 minutes with a corresponding 
pi<‘SSUrP increase from 160 to 200 psig. @The oxygen was released after the 
tempcr,l:urc reached -248OF and the pressure reached 320 psig. 
iieat Transfer Test #2* .
Test Conditions 
' Assembled payload mounted in horizontal position on pad. A fiberglass bat- 
tery mounting bracket was substituted for the‘alutinun battery mounting 
bracket. This was done to l.ower the heat flaYt between the battery and sur- 
roundings. 
Ambient conditions: Soak Tjme 4-l/2 hours 
Air Temperature 43'F start,'41°F finish 
Kind Velocity 0 to 15 
Oxidizer Section 
Pelativc Humidity 5.7% 
Oxidizer fill valve 
,(M.di.zer explosive valve, 1" 
(, !idizer explosive valve, l/4" 
diidizer temperature, inside tank 
Oxidizer pressure 
Burner Section . ., 
Battery 
Programmer ..' 
Burner 
Burner skin at umbilicals 
Umbilical pin 
(-'\ 
i,-" J 
Fuel Section 
Fuel expiosive valve,~~l" *. .;+, ';. ' 
Fuel tank skin ;:I '- '. 
), 
,*: ',. 
Fuel temperature probe, inside tank ,.,'.- :: . 
Fuel pressure 'I ‘I : , 1: 
.’ 
i 
Temperature, OF 
-217 
-225. 
-225 
-313.5 
,350 psig 
-50 
-3 
-7 
-7 
.-5 
i 
18 
30 
28.3 
-. 150 psig 
The battery cooled to -5c)OP with use of & fiberglass mounting bracket. 
The previous tes' L shmJed the battery cooled to -24%. The insulator appascnt- 
ly prevented the conduction of heat from the fuel znd burner sections into the 
battery. Components did not reach steady ntzte. .Az>iant temperature contfnu- 
ed to drop until end of test. ~cmpcraturea .?xz-z.;eeE the burner sectIon and 
o%,dizer tankage at the ineulatoz shoyed e 
( 
AT of about 300°F after 4-% hr 
duxm in the follwing sketch. .* . . . f_- 
. . 
n 
La 
24 --:‘ __ _. ,;:- ,- .. ,: ;, . 
L I '_ , 
::’ 
Heat Traasfcr Test 83: 
Test Conditions 
Assembled payload mounted in horizontal posf.tion on pad. Aluminum ba;y=: 
mounting bracket i,nstallcd in place of fiber~,lass mounting bracket. 
wool insulation placed around battery and b,Ftlieen battery and oxidizer tank. 
Ambient conditions: Soak Time 2-1-;! hours 
Air Tcmparatu!X? l;oOr: start, SOoF finish 
Vind Velocity 0 mph 
Relative iluti$ity 57% 
Oxidizer Section ' 
: i. 
OXidiZer fill valve ' .' 
Oxidizer eicplosive V~VC~ I." 
OxAdizer e;:?lo3Fve valve, ?' 
01:M.ze~ ccmperature probe, inside, tank 
Cfi:$dizer pressure * 
Burner Section 
:. 1 
.: !I. 
Battery * ~.'L: 
PPO~Kan3Ex 
: .,. -,l:::;-. _ ,I, 
.,, I : 
~lKllC?P 
',_ . '. ,. .:: ', .' 'I ,...,(;, -f , -, 
Burr,c'r &fn at *&ilical .,,, '. ;.i; ';. _. _ : 
Ur&%licnl pin 
Temperature, OF 
-208 
-264 
-264 
-316 
150 psig 
2 
25 
15 
6 
13 
Fuel Section ,:; : 
PUOZ e1yd0oivc va3ve9 lU 38 L . . 
Fuel. tank akin '. 43 
Fuel te~pcrature ?xcbe 43 , 
Fue3 p-reoauz . I.50 pig _ ,' : 
i.,.’ 
I ‘. 
Thtl glass wool provided sufficient insulation to keep the battery at a 
tcmperaturc of 2’F after ?--Is hours. Temperatures between the burner section 
nnd the oxidizer section at the insulator joint showed a AT of about 300°F 
‘lftcr ?-I2 hr as. shown on the following sketch. 
. Heat Transfer Test #4: 
Test Conditions ’ 
,. :_ 
Assembled payload p,aunted in vert.tcal CXXJP~~O~ on pod, Aluminum battery 
Temperature OF I 
-201 
-257 
-266 
-316 
150 psig 
: 
e-23 
37 
36 
21 
Fuel Section' 
Fuel explosive valve, 1”. 
Fuel tank skin 
Fuel. temperature probe 
Fuel pressure 
Temperature OF 
35 
40 
34 
150 psig 
Results of Heat Transfer Test 114 
The test showed that in t?:e vertical position the “cold flow” was greater 
than in the horizontal position. The glass wool placed between battery and 
oxidizer tank was less effective. The battery (after 2-h hrs) reached a Cem- 
peraturc of -230F versus 2OF as in the horizontal position; 
ticat Transfer Test #5: 
Test Coudl.&fons 
Toyload atis horizontal. Payload iocated inside laboratory. Glass wool 
installed between battery and end.of osidizer tank. 
Arrbicnt conditions: Soak Time 
Air Temperature 
Mind Velocity 
Relative Humidity 
2Jr hours 
83.5OF 
0 mph 
35i’ 
Oxidizer Section L 
Oxidizer fi 11 valve ; 
Oxidizer explosive valve, 1” -:I’- ’ 
Oxidizer explosive valve, !L” ,’ 
Oxidizer pressure 
Burner Section 
Eattery 
Programmer 
Burner skin at umbilical : ‘, 
Umbilical pin I ) .- 
Fuel. Section :-, , :, ,,>, 
Fuel explosive valve, I” -. .‘: ’ ..::(’ 
Fuel tank skh -: 
Fue.1 temgernturc probe 
‘.. :‘: 
; I ‘. :I + :‘. 
Fuel priicmxe ,:,’ _’ 
Results of Heat Transfer Test - #lj ” 
c 
.-\* Temperature OF 
-232 
-246 & -263 
150 psig 
20 
41 
25 
31 ;- 
57 
.63 
.?3 
.I50 psi& 
cbI’I’ec+ * tcxp-rature .rani;e vith no special provisions for heciting the fae?. tank. 
Prototvpc firing test.- Subsequent to environmental qualification testing 
nt LRC, which is described later, the prototype payload was test fired at the 
contractor's facility. The prototype payload, including fli.gt;lt-type tankage, 
burner, skin, and all flight-type hardwsre was assembled and mounted on the 
test pad in a horizoni:al position approximately G feet above the pad. The 
burner axis wns vertical, 
Explosive valve SN 1033-001 was moL-nted on the oxidizer tank and valve 
SN 1033-003 was mounted on the fuel tank. Both valves were torqued to 165 ft- 
lb and lead ball lo.cks were installed. Since the prototype payload conformed 
to flight configuration, there were no flowmeters in the feed system. Dump 
valves S?! 1010-051 and SX 1010-038 urere mounted in the payl.oad but were not 
fired. Pre-test operations were performed as nearly as possible in accordance 
with procedures intended for use at the launch site. The fuel tank was loaded 
with 13 pounds of "B-Nix" fuel and pressurized to 551 psia. The oxidizer tank 
was leaded with 17.pounds of fluorine and pressurized to 620 psia. The payload 
was then held for approximately 45 minutes to simulate a waiting period on the 
launcher and to permit thermal cycling of the pajrload battery heater. 
The burner ignited and burned smoothly during the approximately 2-second 
period of burn followed by a rapid burnout. External examination of the pay- 
load following the test showed the har&?are to be in good condition with no 
apparent burner erosion. Umbilical ccab1es9 which would normally be withdrawn 
prior to flight;were slightly burned during burner firing. 
The instrumentation used was as follows: 
Indicating- 
. Fuel temperature transducer 
Oxidizer temperature transducer 
Recording I I. : :.' 
: i:. . 
Fuel pressure Cra3sdu&r.~ ,' .::I. -. 
Oxidizer pressure transducer $ * 
Tnermocouples: Side of oxidizetii&plosive valve 
Side of bar My:.- ::. ‘*f; 
Outside wall of 'surnor 
Side of fuel cxploaive valve 
.' I . 
Battery voltage :I. '. ; 7.' 
Optical and Camera 
Scanning Spectrograph: 
Total Light 
Film spectrograph #l 
'IV camera (non-recording;) 
Camera #I. - Fastex 
Camera 82 - Kodak 
Camera 83 - Bell & Howel.1 200 fps 
Camera $4 - !iolex 
The oxidizer pressure transducerghowed a typical polytropic type pressure 
versus time expansion. At 1750 milliseconds after ignition, the pressure was 
340'psia and an erratic trace developed. The oxidizer valve temperature showed 
a gradual rise from -27OOF at ignition to -158OF at 1600 ms. At this time the. 
temperature rose rapidly to ambient <and above. 
. 
The fuel pressure transducer did not ouerate; At ignition the pressure 
trace ;Jent to zero and did not &turn. The fue.:, valve temperature gradually 
increased from near ambient to 85OF at 2000 ms after ignition. 
The burner temperature at ignitidn was 43’F (ambient). The temperature 
gradually rose with time and at 2000 ms (apparent end of run) was 180'F. At 
this time the temperature gradient became steeper and at 3000 milliseconds 
after ignition the temperature was 770'F. 
The total light output measured. was 41 x IO3 candleseconds per pound for 
the prototype payload. This compares with 46 x XI3 &ndieseconds per pound for . , -. 
(1 . the flight-type -burner test. ,p 
The scanning spectrograph iight measurements gave Baa (55352) and Ba' 
(4554gj values of 24,000 and 9000 as minimum values. These are within the 
expected range of reiative light output nufiers. 
Temperatures remained relaeiizly constant during the pre-ignition period 
and the final tank conditions before burner firiag indicated a fuel tank pres- 
sure of 561 psfa 
-314.7OF. 
at 5S.4OF an.d an oxidizer tank pressure of 610 psia at 
: 
After activation of the battery sqnfb, the voltage was 15.5 volts. The 
battery was then load check&d at 1,emp fez 33 seconds, at which time the bat- 
telry voltagz was 12.5 volts. ~?ollcx~i-c~ the load check, the battery remained at 
15 volts. At ignition the; bat tsry volta+ na dropped to 13 volts then recovered 
to 14.5 volts. .j '2 i c .'. 
Based on the test restilts~~ak'on fiti coverage from the fking, it was 
concluded thet the prototype bar&z pcz~or~~d satisfactoril-y during the test. 
Following post -test examisiation oC;;,fhe haz&mr- L, .ib, was aPso concluded that the 
explosive valves had performed s~~ikEccto~M.y on ‘the test. It was concluded 
from the test results of the pzoto&e,.,MrPng that the payload design was 
acceptable for flight. 
i . 
! 
I.._ 
I , :. 
‘.. 
- c ‘i .-. 
Component Qualification Tests 
Component environmental qualification tests as specified in Table XIV were 
performed ac LRC on the explosive valves, temperature sensors, pressure trans- 
dllCer6 p fill vaives, and programmer. Following envi ronmen t ai expos urc , compon- 
ents were either examined or functionally operated to assure that they had 
suffered no performance degradation during qualification. . 
In addition, samples from the flight. lot of explosive vaives were fired in . 
desf.gn verification teats and flight units were X-ray inspected. From the 
flight lot of fourteen l-inch explosive valves: 3 were fired by the valve sub- 
cor.*ractor in design verification tests; 2 were environmentally tested then 
dxpoped to LF2 azid SUCC+S~ Q c fully fired in component tests at the Levis Research 
Center; and 3 were entironmentslly tested then used’ in performance of the 
burner vacuum teat. From the flight lot of seventeen k-inch explosive valves: 
3 were fired by the valve sub-contractor in design verification tests; 2 were 
exposed to LF2 and succesafull;r fired in a test of the fluorine dump system; 
and 2 were exposed to LO2 and fired duA.ng a practice countdown at the launch 
lsfte. . 
-: . >; 
Payload Qualification Tests 
Payload environmentai qualification tests were performed at LRC on the 
’ completely aaoembled prototype payload, including the despin module. Tne quali- 
fication test requirements ore shoktn S,n Table yJS. 
To simulate lti~nckesnditions D 13 aoundc of water were placed %n the fuel 
ten!< to sinulntc the! wed&c of the fuel-and 17 pounds of LN were used to ~Emu- 
late the wek$~t of ::he o>ddlzer. The jacket WQS filled Mt. IS2 to mintah t 
cryogenic teiipcr&*~:ces and to represent the actual payload tenpzrature condi- 
tion at la*ach, The payload setup for vkbr2Cion testing 16 sha$n in E~ura 21. 
Payload structural r~oponse wa5 maclrured at oavoral locations during the vibra- 
tion.teatr 
c\ 
mz! payload c atioE,~%orSly ES both the vdbrntion and ohock qualification 
requiremeet prior 
iow3iy dCGCmxxl.. 
c 
to aucyxfui pcrfomancc of the prototype firing ecrt prev- 
” ‘.-h : -,.\, .. 
‘?$ . 
,_ _ 
., _ : ’ I .,.,:. ‘.- .,. . 0' 2:. “_ ,i, _ ‘. ’ . ., :. , -.. .!._‘. >,’ t 
. . :. .,. .I , i . -. ‘. . 
‘? ‘.. I I. ..’ 
.? ._ i ‘. 
,, .. ,, ..-. .; . 7: !. 
I 
I‘!ight Acceptance Test 
I‘llc Ylight Acceptance Test (FAT) of the payload was conducted at LKC on 
SVpccmber i-2, 1970. 'The payload was environmentally tested to the Levels 
spcciticd in ':‘ab!c' XLS :!nd successfully met all requirements. 
Ete=.tricnl functions were monitored during both vibration and shock tests 
and no anomalies were observed. Post-test visual inspection of the flight pay- 
load revealed no structural problems. The structural response of the payload 
was measured at several key locations during vibration runs and the levels were 
simila- to those wi!ich had previously been measured on the prototype payload. 
The VAT vibration requirement included both sinusoidal and random cxcita- 
tion,in t:le thrust asis only. The sinusoidal,FAT Level was 5.0 g from 20-2300 
Hz, .n:, * ~.;t max.imum double amplitude, at a sweeprate of 6 oct/min. In addition, 
a preliminaiy 1.0 g surve;! run was made to verify instrumentation. The random 
3.evel was 5.0 g XXI for R 30-second duration. The FAT shock requirement was 
for two shock pulses along the thrust axis with 75 g peak amplitude and a 6 ms 
* .:ation. .I 
Payload rcsonanc frequencies 'occurred at 287 Hz and approximately 860 Hz. 
Amplification factors were observed over a range from 4.4 to 6.5 at the peak 
value. A maximum amplification factor of 8.75 was noted at the top of the 
ozidizcr tank and is believed to represent an "oil-can" effect at that particu- 
l.?r location which was noi considerrd serio*us. 
The General Environmental Test Specs indicate that the Nrke-Tomohazk may 
exhibit a special. vibration characteristic over the frequency range from 80-110 
HZ. The payload had no structural or component E resonances irr this frequency i. range. ,.: ' <' c. 
,,.-' ; .' .' ,. 1. ,, ! . . '. : ,..‘. 
,‘! 
- .'Spiri ,Balsnce 
-. 
The flight payload was spin bal.&~ed on &pte&er 30 and October I, 1970, 
at Wallops Island. Follomlng complete pnyload assembly, weights were added to 
the fill end of the oxidizer tank and the fill end of the fuel tank. During 
spin balancing, the tankage was empty. Balancing completed the payload pre- 
flight preparations. : 
J. 
!3,!.ocki1ouse Yonitoring and Contrcj. Equipment 
Checkout, Control, and Yonitoring Console.- -- &ISA-L RC was respons ib le for 
setting up the pre-fli.g??t Checkout, Controi, and !4onitoring Console used at 
[.!allops Island to check squib 'rntinuity, to activate thc.battery, to arm the 
payload, and to dump the fluorine in case of an emergency. This console shown 
in Figure 23, xas wired to the two umbilical cables and completely checked out 
t*y NASA-LRC personnel cevcrnl weeks before launch. 
Pressure Readout.- Pressure readout of the flight payload at Wallops 
Island was accomplished b; the use of a visual readout system shown in Figure 
23. The visual systems were mounted in a standr.rd 19" panel and all the neces- 
sary interconnecting cables ann signal conditioning equipment was provided by 
RITU. The readout systems had previously been used for the full-c-tale payload 
ground firing at the RITL! f;:ilitv. 
Temperature Readout.- TRIP temperature ig the oXidis<Li and fuel tanks was 
monitored by 'crzo visual temperature indicators. The oxidizer fndicator was 
calibrated Zrom -320*)F to -1t~!~~F and the fuei from F) to lOOoF. (See Fi;ure 24.) 
This temperature readout panel uas also used for the full-scale payload ground 
firing tc-st at RITU. .-;.<:. c;. .:, 
. . . 
Eoth indicators were .mounted on's standard 19" panel together wi th an 
intercom amplifier which was irsed to provide continucus coizxunicat&t between 
the personnel performins prc-launch operations on the pad and perso-nel monitor- 
ing pressures and temperatures in the blockhouse. 
In an emergency, as soon 2s any abnormal situaeion was recognized, the pad 
personnel could be not;r’mA ,r3l4 immediately through the special headset intercom 
and the standard K&lops p-ublic address system. 
;' 
.Y 
I 
-FXght &&ilical Cables 
I '. 
itio umbilical cables were pro&cd for t-he launch operations by NPSA-LRC. 
They were wired t;ith the appropriate fly-a ay connectors for mating to the pay- 
load. All the continuity checks of the cvo umbilical cables and of the block- 
house equipmen: interconaecting cables ~rerc administered by NASA-LRC. 
: : 
,‘/ . . . 
. . -” -. _ 
$32. 
I. .>y;; / .; ..--___ _ .*- ,: 
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. 
?‘IIc stcr;lgc cylinders were opened and clcsed by extension handles throug!:11 
the top. of tll~’ shield. ?!ctering valves acre mounted inside t!lc shie id ing ,:i Lit 
hanr!lc:; extending thro!Jr,h. !:y 1 inders 0 I’ fluorine were shipped dircctlv frox 
tt~ manufacturer to the launch site several weeks a!lead of launch date. !‘iru rca 
26 shows the pipir,g diagrac. tor tfw tot31 fluorine system. 
Payload Shielding 
. . 
‘i’kc paylcad shielding consisted of 3/8" steel'plate, 4' ‘iong and high 
enough to shield the payload in the horiztiittal position on the launcher. A 6:’ 
x 18” safety @ass windud was built into the shield in or&r cc. view the fill 
valve extension hacdle and fill line guillotine cutter, lchich was actuated after 
._ ._ completion of the fluorine loading operation to scpl;nratc the’ fiil line Crcc; the 
( !payload. 
The fill valve extension handle was connectea to the valve in a diagon;A 
plane and came through the shielding in the same .planc. The explosively actu- 
ated fill line guillotine cutte r was mounted OA t!hz fill llnn almost flush to 
the payload. < , i, - : ; 
Disposal tinit 
Durtng the filling operation, no fluorine was released tr! the atmosphere. 
All fltioyine vent lines &rc connected to a charcoal reactor disposal system as 
described in reference 3. One clgan 55-gallon drum, I.inc-d with refractory 
cement and 90% filied with char&A briquettes, :?as used for the fluorine vent 
system and two similar dr.w were used for..@hc paylozd dump system. ,y., : :. ..i. .3 
The payload oxidizer duilnp system-consisted 'of a !..'I copper manifold within 
the payload attached to thy 60 31;" e::plosbGc dump valves, "Lhence to a swage tee 
fitting and ending with a 5" piece of !s" stainless steel tubing extending at a 
45' angie from the skin of the payload burner section. 
To this tubing cxtensicn, a 3/8" swagc type heat exchanger tee, together 
I with a nitrogen. purge line,was attached by me of teflon ferrules. Tne piece 
of 318" copper tubing attached to the other end of the tee wen't to the charcoal 
c 
disposal system. ;, 
4 .-;. 
Interconnecting Tubing 
lhc tubing connecting th? flucrine manifold, payload, and disposal system 
(‘-,, $11 soft annealecl copper, 0.035” wall, and prepassivatcd for fluorine scr- 
vice. All tubing crossing tllc launch a rca was hung from stanchions 7’ elf t!le 
I 
ground. 'Chc launch area J:!~ouc of tubing ) shielding and disposa 
shown i.1 Figure 27. 
Liquid Nitrogen Cooling Sys tern .. 
1 ,- system is ! 
. 
I- 
i:; 
1.. 
!.. 
Liquid nitrogen was supplied to tile integral jacket surrounding the oxidi- 
zer tank from the start of countdown to launch. A liquid nitrogen storage con- 
tainer “of 500 gallon capacity l!as used for the launch operation. 
Umbl lical Ret ractdr 
Due to the critical nature of the payload, it was necessary to maintain 
continuous hard-line contacc until the moment of launch. A continuous flow of 
LN2 was provided to cool the osidizer jacket as described above and it was also 
necessary to maintain the continuity of the oxidizer dump system to provide for 
fluorine disposal in the event of a launch abort. Dry GX2 purge flo?J was also 
required to prevent possible frost build-up in critical payload areas. Umbili- 
cal attachment was also required up tc actual launch of the payload. 
However, at the moment of launch, it was necessary to positively retract 
y all of these hardlines and cables to assure that there would be no interfer- .ence with the vehicle fin har&Tare. *I? 
'. 
"An umbilical retraction system was designed and developed by NASA-Wallops 
Station to positively retract and hold all,of.the necessary payload attach- 
ments. This system provided a positive preloaded force to withdrzq all lines 
by means of a cable system. However, ,the mechanism could be triggered only by 
first motion of the vehicle on the launcher. This system was thoroughly tested 
by means of a simulated vehicle on the launcher and performed satisfactorily 
during the launch. 
Launcher and Launch Area 
The Kike-'L'omah&~ vehicle with the 1%quid chemical barium release payload 
was launched from the H.A.D. Launcher in Launch Area No. 3 at Vallops Island. 
During pre-launch preparations, this l&ncher w-as completely checked-out and 
calibrated by Wallops Station personnel to assure satisfac~o~ performance 
during launch. Necessary modifications-i&re made to outfit the launcher with 
the Umbilical Retractor. Equipment in the' Launch Area was positioned in 
aecordancc with the layout of Figure 25. ..Speclai lighting was’ provided in the 
launch area to permit work opcratlons ‘and closed-circuit TV coverage of the pay- 
load during pre-launch preparations. 
: ,; 
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Practice Countdown 
I 
i 
I 
t 
.I 
/ 
I 
i 
i 
A practice countdown at :~la.!lops Station was COndUCted the wcdc of August 
24 , 1970. The purpose of this ‘practice was to asstire SySiC!ilX pcriormancc and 
procedures for f 1 igh t . 
The week of August 17 was devoted to practice preparation. Lines were 
laid out and checked for length. A charcoal disposal unit site was selected. 
RITU communication lines were set-up. The RITlJ panel in the blockhouse was 
readied. The fluorine mainEold was set-up with oxygen cylinders filled to 4G0 
psia in place of fluorine cylinders. A nitz-ogen manifold was set-up. A SOO- 
gallon liquid nitrogen dewar was placed behind the blast shield. Placement of 
equipment at the launch pad was made in accordance with the procedure outlined 
in the .Critical Ilcsign Keview. 
. 
A mock-up center section of the payload was assembled on the launcher for 
umbilical and tubing pull-away tests. The umbilicals, fly-away dump line, 
burner and nose cone purge lines, and liquid nitrogen lines were installed. 
Release tests were performed to determine effects on rocket launch. 
The flight despin module w&s mated to the flight payload to check fo.r 
satisfactory fit. No difficulty was experienced in the trial fitting. 
A simulated prelaunch procedure was follo+red using prototype hardware. 
The oxidizer system was made up with +I' explosive valves in the dump section. 
Slacked oxidizer and f.uel esplosive valves ueretTi.nstalled. Part I of the Pay- 
load Check List (PCL) was performed at the contraztor's facility. ,Part II of- 
the PCL was performed bat Wallops Island. 
During the simulated fuel loadingoperation, the fuel tan!{ was'loaded with 
9.57 pounds of water to.simulete the fuel volum o and ihe tank was pressurized 
/ to soc.psig. The payload ~7% next attached to the TomahGjk on the launcher. 
Prefill instrumentation checks-were made. The oxidizer tank jacket was sup- 
plied with liquid nitrogen. Six bottles of oxygen attached to the fill line 
manifold provided 13.1.pounds of oxidizer to simulate the volume of liquid 
' fluorine. FollosTing oxidizer fill, the. oxidizer tank was pressurized to 500: 
paig and the fill valve,closed. The fill tube cutter was then activated, sev- 
ering the fill line. 1 . 
The tenperatuze,~ of the fue' L renainkd constant at 82'F during the test. 
The oxidizer temperature .re&ined at -315OF for GC minutes, at which time the 
safety disc on the liquid nitrogen deti&,released. Since it was not possible 
to f10~ liquid nitrogen to the oxidizer:jacket, 
tank built up. 
the pressure in the oxidizer 
Xien pressure went to 530 psig, due to loss of coolant. the 
dump system was activstecl. Tha steps follo:?ed were as in the Abort Procedure 
given in PCL., Several seconds after firing the explosive valves, the oxidizer 
m-k pressure lavclcd off and began dropping, .Pressure relief was not immedi: 
at2 due to the' fact that the valves were dumping liquid and this v&s vaporizing 
,. 
i 
I-.. 
2-.. c...-, i 
Personnel Safety Proccdurcs 
Fluori.ne.- All personnel working neal: the fluorine manifoid or payload 
during any fluorine operation wore safety suits. 'Illis is secondary protection - 
the main protection was afforded by shields o'r barricades, Water deluge facili- 
ties were available in tile immediate pad area. Also, a doctor was available. 
Hydrazine.- Tile iiiling of the*hydrazine fuel tank took place in the 
holding area. A water deluge system in the form of a safety shower and fire 
fighting equipment was available. Adequate personnel protection was provided 
by ordinary work clothes, face shield and rubber gl.oves. 
Pressurization of the fuel tank was not done until after the payload had 
been transported to the l:lunch pad. During the operations of tank pressuriza- 
tion and mating the payload to the rocket, personnel wore protective clothing 
and face shields. 
B 
Criteria for Aborting Mission 
Ground Support Equipment.- .' ( ,' ;, 
(1) Nalfunction cf fluorine iyst&ms, including fill system, dump system 
or liquid nitrogen cooling system. 
(2) Malfunction of giound monitoring c?ui-ikent, including payload tem- 
perature and pressure indication, electrical systems, and blockhouse monitoring 
equipment. 
Payload Failure.: , .,. ,_ . . -. 
(1) Oxidizer system-, ,’ l’ ‘l-y. 1:’ .‘:.’ ’ 
..;; ” r> 
/ 
. (a) No squib contintity' &i any one valve 
(b) Temperature and/or pr&xurc readout failure 
(c) Hardware failure of any'kind during fluorine fill due to chemi- 
cal reaction : 
(d) Liquid nitrogen supply failure. 
(4 Temperature in oxi&Lzer Qmk above -290'F 
(f) Pressure exceeding 680 prig, 
(g) Inabili.ty to disconnect, fluotine fil!. system due to frosting on 
.exterior of har&are. ,~ 
,- 
. 
(2) lb:1 System 
(a) NO squib continuity on fd valve 
(b) Ter-per;&urc and/or- pressure readout failure 
(c) Chcmica I reaction in tank 
(d) Fill valve failure. This will be determined Before payload is 
attached to veilicla. 
(c) Temperature in fuel bank below 32’F or exceeding J.3n”I: 
(f) Frcssurc exceeding 640 psig 
(3) Urlbilical 
Loss of umbilical. cable continuity 
(4) Electrical 
Programmer and/or battery malfunction 
i I 
,I 
I I 
I . 
RL’LI~ cnlploqrcct reliability and quality assurance ‘functions to satisfy tllc 
ContrilCt requirements. Ln accordance rdi tit .NASA rnquiremcnts, RI’W pcrsonnc J 
nt ccndcd the f 01 lowing reviews : 
Payload Design Review Harch 1, 1968 
Preliminary Llesign Ikview October 3, 1968 
Cri &ical Design Review April 21, 1970 
Systems Readiness Review September 16, 1970 
Prc-Launch Review September 18, 1970 
An immediate inspect ion of equipment, parts, and stock was made on receipt 
of the items. Written logs were kept,at the MT11 Test Site facility and at the 
RITU machine shop. These logs included seller, date of purchase, date of de- 
livery, condition of item on delivery, appropriate lot identification nutier, 
chemical analysis if mccal stock used and when and for wl-at purpose. In the 
case of equipment, the date used or the date of incorporation into a system was 
recorded. The details of all outside testing or fabrication \:ere recorded. 
The RITU constantly reviewed its techniques. Internal reviews of tech- 
niques took place during the weekly progress meeting. 
l 
,. .-. 
1 
Objective evidence w,as available to cognizant NASA personnel. This evi- 
kce consisted of inspection records 9 receipt records, and test records. 
Gross Hazards Analysis 
A Gross Hazards Analysis of the payload is presented in Appendix II. The 
classification of all identified potential hazards is based on the following 
definition of hazard categories: : I 1 
Category I - Personnel loss or system loss and m-Lesion abort 
Category II - Personnel injury or system damage and mission abort 
Category III - Hission abort without personnel injury or system d..mage 
A simplified diagram is presented in Appendtx II depicting identified, 
gross hazards. The diagram identifies each, item by nur&er and is used as a 
guide for the analjrsis presented in the GiUi ohecte. . 
: ' 
The GHA sheets present discussion of:h&ards and causes. The recommended 
corrective actions shosn involve.operating procedures. .', I 
The terms used to describe action stat& ase defined as follows: 
Closed: The corrective action is consldcred to be part of the standard opera- 
ting procedure. 
Open: The item requires further invest'l&ion or review. 
. 
: .:. 
‘I’ltc Fni Jurc :.!ode and Effects Ana.i.ysis is ir.c.ludcd in /?ppendlx 111. A 
l1,gI c I, Ior+. diagram is sllown first. The tlingrxn shows the F-dnct ional i!;tcrdc- 
pcnd~~ncics or the system rather than a descriptive di;qr;lm showing .the physical 
i nCl~rcon~l~~CCi,on of components. 
On LIIL! Logic diagram the payload is divided into sis systems: 
SC1 
as 
1. Power Supply ‘4. Fuel Systems 
7 .I P rogrammc r 5. Oxidiecr System 
3. Ground Support . 6. Burner 
Following the logic diagr,am is the analysis itself. All headings are 
of “criticality category” they are .f-explanatory with thct possible crception 
follows : ; .‘. . 
I. Personnel loss 0; injury 
II. System loss 
III. Subsys tern loss 
IV. All others !‘:’ 
. 
’ , 
:. 
. 
!, 
, 
.: r,. 
1; 
‘i’ ’ 
, 
'I?lc follor;inp is a cundcnsatitin of the major itcns in the payload 
countdown: 
T-44 hours - Chec'k out ground support systems &ncluding liquid nitrogen, 
fluorine fill, fluorine disposal, purge gases, blockhouse readouts, and pyro- 
tcnchnic actuation systems. 
T-20-3/4 hours - Bring empty payload to launch pad, install umbilicals and 
check all circuits through umbilicals. Remove payload to holding area. 
T-7 hours - Fill the fuel r.a$ in the holding area. . I 
T-5-$ hours - Brini; payload to launch arez. Plug in umbilicals. Pressur- 
ize fuel tank. Elate payload to vehicle. 
T-4-3/4 hours - Mount oxidizer fill line cutter, oxidizer fill line, 
line, all purge lines, LX2 line and fill valve handla. Check and safe fi 
line cutter. : 
dump 
11 
T-4 hours - Start all dry nitrogen purges. 
T-3 hours - Start'LX2. cool d&n of oxidizer tank. Fill and condense in 
oxidizer tank 17 lbs. of tluorine;. Pressurize oxidizer tank with,& and close 
fill valve. Remove extensiori handle from fill valve. All personnel retired to 
blockhouse. The next item was the firing of the fill line cutter. There was 
no deviation from the countdown until th e fill line cutter was actuated and 
failed to sever the line and separate from the payload. At this time, the 
launch vehicle and payload were ready for lam&, ground stations were prepared 
to monitor the chemical release. and weather conditions were favorable. Prior 
to failure of the fill line cutter, the entire operation was very smooth and 
the,pressure in the oxidizer tank w<as constant. 
.p&rsonncl, 
After discussion with safety 
it tras decided to approach the payload and c*\t the fill line by hand 
'Ihe Failure Node Analyses were most conservative in regards to corrective 
action for this incident (see Failure Node No. -/-Appendix III). The sme 
personnel that write the Failirre Node Analyses were involved in this corrective 
action, as well as one man from NASA-LRC and one man from NASA-Wallops Island. 
T-40 minute., - Actuation and cycling of battery heater. 
:.. ., 
T-30 minutes - Start elevkztora of launcher. Check explosive valve squibs. 
'40 
; : . . , _ ,: i';;'! 
', : i 1 ', / ?i 
r‘. 
. 
4 -‘, . 
.- .., 
(7 . _,j . 
41 '. 
I .' '. .- '.' 
. 
The flight test of the Liquid Chemical Barium Release Payload has dcmon- 
s tr;lted that the use o f liquid fluorine as an oxidizer on small payloads is 
practical. Al: fluorine transfer operations during the 1aunch preparntign prz- 
ccedcd without incidell t. The success of tlie pre-launch operation was ‘made 
possible since all per.sonnel working’with the fluorine f-ill opcrstion had. scv- 
eral years experience in handling hazardous materials. Vallops Island launch 
and safety personnel were also well educated ir, the problem arcas. 
The payload appeared to operate, sat is Eactorily . However, since there was 
no te.lemetry on-board, the actual payload performan. cannot be determined. In 
retrospect, some means of determining the critical O/F ratio duri.lg the release 
would have been very helpful in analjlzing the flight results. The chemical 
release occurred at the’proper time and a definite reaction ‘was obscrvcd. liow- 
ever, the experimental results were less than optimum. ‘1 bright dot appeared 
which very quickly expanded in a spherical direction ;zitl: 10% #Df light inten- 
sity. Within 20 seconds, the phenomenQ,n had disapoearcd to the unaided eye. 
” .- 
The poor performance could have resulted from the basic chemistry of the 
system. A low barium yield would result if the O/F ratio obtained in the pzy- 
load was too high. There are several failure mechaniszs in the payload by 
j : 
‘- yhich this could occur, however there was no pre-launc!] indication of any pay- 
,load ancmalies and no fl.ight indication to suggcst,,a particular type of failure. 
A contributir,g factor, to the loss of intensity of the cloud was its rapid 
expansion. This was probably because of a high exhaust gas velocity resulting 
from a relatively high chamber pressure and a slightly diverging nozzle exit. 
Lower chamber pressures would not have expanded the cloud as rapidly. 
. 
. 
F!ucrine System 
Fluorine tacks should be stored in a separate, well-ventilated sklter 
with a roof to prevent exposure to direct sunlight and rain. 'l'i~c vent From the 
gaseous fluorine manifold should not go into a charcoal disposal unit but 
should simply be vented to the atmosphere at a distance of approsimate.Ly 200 
feet. A small amount of fluorine is normally released at the beginning of the' 
fill operation. i:hen vcl:tcd to the disposa; barrel, the charcoal in the barrel 
was ignited and continueJ to burn.in the air. This melted and closed the tube 
inside the disposai unit so that later in the fill operation when it was neces- 
sary to vent helium or fluorine down this line, the line was clogged and could 
not be vented. This would not occur if the fluorine was simply vented to the 
atmos~hcre. The small amounts of fluorine dumped from this manifold vent line 
would not represent a safety hazard. Of cowxe, disposal barrels would stil.1 
be provided for the possible disposal.of LF2 during an abort situation. 
Liquid Nitrogen System 
; 
!: 
i’ 
The LNz storage cylinder should have provis5o.n not only for constant pres- 
sure but also a remotely activated pressurizing mechanism to reguiate the flow 
rate. This could be accomplished by a remotely actuated vent valve and a re- 
motely operated regulator for control of the.Ee pressurant. The flcF.Jnreter on the LN2 line should be closer to the payload so that. a more accurate indication 
of flo;q is obtained. On a long line, it is possible that much 'of the JJ2 could 
be vaporized before it reaches the payload., 
Gaseous N<trogw i :. 
Reliable flczqmeters. should be provided on the dump line purge and the 
burner purge system to assure that dry gaseous nitrogen is supplied to these 
areas. ,' .' ; .~;# : 
Umbilical Cables .LI.‘, ., ; 
I 
The umbilical cable should hav&&+atate shielded conductors for instru- 
mentation to preclude interference during jxx~er switching. 
Fill Line Cutter _ 
Separation of the fill line before elevation should be done with a reli- 
able, remoteljr actuated mechanrsm. TXs device should be protected from im- 
pingement of W, which can cause icing of the nechanism. - 
43 
(-‘ 
Pay I oat1 Xodi fi cat ions 
-: 
Consideration shou Id be given tG welding the LX? jacket :?t bot!l ends. 
‘I’his was not done bccawc of possible differential t!icrniaL t!xLwnsion. However, 
the resulting crack at tile forward (2nd of the jacket co~Ad not bc sealed and 
rcstiltcd in the lea!ka.a$e of U., into t!ic! nose ogivc asea while t!w payload was 
in the hor izontal positik)n. . - 
Considerable trouble was experienced in assembly of the osidizer fill 
valve to the payload with wage-type fittings . An improved metllod of attaching 
fittings to the tanks is needed. 
The fuel fill valve should be above the center line of the tank to simpli- 
fy the pressurization procedure and eliminate the need to tilt the payload in 
order to pressurize the fuuL tank. 
A heater should be built into the fue’, tank to control fuel tepperature 
during the pre-launch period. The wrap-around thermal b Lanket used was not 
C%ltirelp satisfactory. 
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JABLES 
. . . 
,i - L 
-. .:, . ‘I 
Chloride 
BaCl, - rz0nnu1;1 . 
Color 6 Crystal ltnc SLrudur~ _ 
L 
Colorless flat 
205.27 X1.38 
:-kltillg Point, *c 
Boiling r'oint, OC 
962 
iSG0 
3.8% (24OC) 
592 
Decomposes 
3.24 (23°C; ” I Density, g/cc 
I ’ 
!,$ . 
/ ; 
j . 
j ’ 
. 
:. 
: 
.a,-, 
,’ 
: 
T~btnl Payload I.cngti~ 
‘, -1 
..-.50 
31.50 
12.31 
6.63 
-- 
105.94 
. . . 
.-.. 
_’ 
, .‘L 
..‘,_ 
* 
Ful? 1 ‘T.lIlh - I’rcssurc t rxnsducer, tlJi!il>eriltUrC! tlTllllSdllC~~, fil 1 
V.?lVp .?r:d c’ilp ;IIld 1” r5:Jlosive vnJvLm 
;; OS C’ pg ; \*p 
i~urnct- 
Oxidizc*r ?‘.xlk - 2-*;,” c:;plosivc v:3lvcs, I.-l” cxplosivc v;~lvc, 
tcmpcraturc trnwducer, pressure transducer, 
ffll valve and fittings, insulator, ad:lptor 
Burner Skin and Umbiliwl Brace 
Programmer and Connectors 
Battery 
Plate Separator 
Valve II0 Lders 
Dump Tubes 
Cab its .. 
Screws and Fittings --- 
-. 
; ; 
Firing Xodulc 
n 
Chemicals 
3 
24.25 . 
16.87 
11.00 
.i 
36.39 1’. 
25.75 
7.37 
1.87 
0.94 
4.33 
0 .ti2 
0.63 
2.10 
I_. : 
1: 
12.38 
1 : 
‘. 145.00 1, 
30.10 1. : 
I ’ 
175.00 i.‘l’. 
, ,’ ; -,:. 
!. ( 
,.. 
/ 
t 
i -’ 
TABLE Iv - OSTIILZER TANK SPECiTl~:,\TLOSS 
?l,ltcri:ll - Type 6061-TO Aluminum% with machined, dished heads 
Ultim;?tC StrengGh - 45,000 psi 
Yield Strength - 40,000 psi 
Joint Efficiency - 100X - !\'elds fully radiographed 
Working Pressure (max.) - 1,009 psi; safety factor 4.7:L 
Burst Pressure - 4,710 psi (5,510 psi @ -320'::) 
Yield Pressure - 3,710 psi (4,410 psi @ -320'F) 
Tank Volume - 604 in3 with 50X ullage for i7 lbs LF2 . 
Tazk Dimensions - 22.50" length; 9" O.D.; 1-l/lG" annular space for m2 jacket 
. . . 
TABIZ V - IXSULATOR XATEiZIAL SPECIFICATIONS 
1 . 
Xatcrial - Type 6061-'J'G aluminum 
Ultimste Strength - 45,000 psi 
Y icld Strength - 4i?,OOO psi 
Shear S trength - 30,000 psi 
Xodulus of elasticity - 10 x 10 
6 psi 
Modulus of rigidity - 3.R x 10 
G psi 
Poisson's ratio - 0.33 
Thermal conductivity -. 90 Rtu/l!r/ft'/'F/ft 
CoeffFcient of thermal expansion'- 13.9 x 10 
-6 in/in/OF 
Joint Efiiciency - 100% - \.!elds fully radiographed 
\]ori:inp i'rcssurc (nax.) - 1,000 psi; SZf,fty factor 2*7:1 
Burst Pressure - 2,700 pSL 
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glBI,E VII -- SKIN SCREW SPECIFICATT~xS 
Description - Screw - Machine, Flat Uead, 100' Countc&ink 
Standard - AN 509; 1)/N 416RlO 
Head - Cross Recess,,.Typc I or II Drive 
Xatcrial - Steel, Cadmium plated . 
Tecsilc Strength - 4,520 lb min 
Stress - 125,000 psi 
Thread - $ - 28 UNF - 3A . 
TABLE VIII - JOINT SCREW SPECIFICATIONS 
Description - Screw, Cap, Socket Head ._ 
Standards - KS X995 thru MS 16398 
XS 24673 thru MS 24678 ; 
NAS 1351, NAS 1352 ,i;' 
Head - Bexagon socket 
.' 
Material - Heat treated,alloy ate@1 
Tensile Strength - 6,910 lb mia ,,1. 
Stress - 190,000 psi -,.,, .: 1: 
Thread - k - 28 UNF - 3A : 'e . 
TABLE IX - u'-ir: Sf'?rI' TOD:Q'LTE SETTINGS 
Toraue 
Used, in-lb 
70 
Hateriill. - Type 6061'VG tllundnum 
Ultimate Stren(;th - 45,000 psi 
Yield Strength - 40,000 psi 
Shear Strength - 30,01X) psi : 
?iodulus of elasticity - 10 x 10G psi 
Modulw of rigidity - 3.8 x l.06 psi 
Poisson's ratio - 0.33 -, 
Specific gravity - 2.70 
,,:, . . .- " 
: .'. x 
Thermal Conductivity - 96 BTU/hrlftB/oP/ft 
Coefficient of thermnl,;expansion i 3.0 x IO-' in/in/"!: : 
s.. ‘, 
,,.. . 
. 
,.‘a’ 
I, : ,. 
.: 
; _- 1 .I 
i,. .. , 
.I . -.__ ,-, 
’ .:. 
, I 
. 
Fuel Side 
St3rt, Ib/st?c 
End, l.b/sec 
f\verage, l.b/sec 
'I ank Pressure 
Start, psi ' 
End, .psi 
500 
.I.6 5 
Start; lb/set \i 
,:, 
End, ibjsec '-;, P-~ 
Average,' lb/se:' 
Tank. Pressure 
Start, psi 
.- &id;-. -rsi -; ! ._’ ;,., 
Chamber Prcss~re 'k 9 
8.0 
5.0 
6.5 
Oxidizer Side - 
; 
End, psi _' ,': . 75 : 
10-i 
6.5 
8.5 
GO0 
203 
Q 
150 
Flow Orifice Pressure Drop 
stnrt, psi . 
End, psi 
150 - 180 
60 - 70 . 
SW 3ge’Type 
3/8” S tee1 !I to Steel I’ : 
3/g” Aluminum If Lo Stce.1 1:' 
&” Steel 71 to Steel I: 
it” Aluminum >I to SteGl 1: .- 
3;” Brass 3.i to UI-ass 1’ ’ 
!;” Steel >I to :Zrnss F 
Steel M to Brass 1: (fetrb xs) 
1’5pe 
I 
j 
kr NPT Gtecl !.I to Ahxinum~ i: 
I:= Female fit ting - ,‘- 
. . -- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
110 
240 
I 46 
i4G 
14G 
I !fh 
65 
300 I 1 
j. 
I 
! 
I 
1’ 
i 
TUT-!: XI11 - EXI'LOSIVE VALVE S!'ECIFICATIO:IS 
(Iilrt ridge 
Bridge: 1 h!.li), 1 w2tt, 1.1 + 0.1 ohm (using no ~xternnl 
resistors or internal wire wound configurations) . 
Dual bridge wires (A-B, C-D) 
Initiator: No-fire static charge <if SiV from pin to (‘;ISC 
Cartridge: Fire between -320'F and +125oF rlt~ 1x10 
-!i torr 
pressure 
Bddy Assembly 
\Werial: Type 221%T6 aluminum'body 
Fitting ends: 37' flared tube fittings; 
- . -, 
Workin g pressure: 1000 psi $7 
Proof pressure: 2000 psi 
Burst pressure, closed port shcnr fittin.?: 5000 ps L 
-4 
: -, 
Leak rate through closed port: 1 .F LO scc/sc’c &iC at 1000 psi 
- 
Actuation time: 75 ms maximum .I ,,. 
Clsaning procedure: All valve par&; excluding cart ri cige, 
cleaned for,o:cygerr sersiice and bagged. 
i. 
TABLE XIV 
Pf\KT I - PAYLOAD QUALIFICATIO:~ TESTS 
‘,, ,I 
_’ 
(b) Vibration 
Sinusoidal: 
.tis 
Thrust 
Random: 
Two shock pulses along thrust axis, 109 g (ii0 g) peak amplitude, I / 
. 
I 
ramped sat;tooth or $ sine wave pulse shape, 6 (+.6) ms duration. ! 
i ; 
I 
, 
Frequency Range, cps . Amplitude, g Swcepratc, ; I 
20 - 70 0.03 in. D.A. 2 oct/min I' 
!cJ - 2000 27.5 2 oct/min I : 4 : 
, 
AXiS -- 
Thrust 
,.- 
( ) 
‘.-*i 
Frequency - PSD Level, Accel., . / . 
Kange, cps" $/ cps g-rmi. Duration, Set_ I. 
20 - 2000 ,028 7.5 40 i -: 
.” ‘. .., ; ‘, 
117 / 
PART II - COXPONENT QUALIFICATION TESTS 
(a) Shock .' 
-., 
t 
, 
I 
One shock pulse, rampei.7sawtooth or G sine wave pulse of 6 (k.6) 
ms duration, 100 g (110 g) peak amplitude. (MIL STD4310) 
(b) Vibration 
. 
. 
Sinusoidal: I'. ' 
AXiS '.Frequency i?enp,e, cps 
Tnrust, 20 -,I00 
Normal, and . . 1oo.y 200 
Trancverse : ',. >‘ ,200 -2~00 9~. 
Amplitude, g 
1 
f \' 
1 
Thrust, ' 
Normal, and 20 - 2000 0.023 
Transverse : ? 2, :', 
/ 0.04 in. -. D.A. 2 oct/min ! _,~,:,' 
220 2 oct/n.in i. 
220 2 octjmin ;. .: .- 
Accel., 
g-rills. 
! -_ .I( 
;,; ."- 
Duration, Set ! ', 
. j, '. I ! . ,.' 
7.5 40 ;: : ,-; . 
1: ! ;, , 
i’ -::. 
I:, : ;. 
?.‘ ; 
. . !:‘I 
f ,I: 
!f 
!I 
1. .’ -, 
! ‘- ; i 
i.. .’ 
i I:’ 1. 
.I’ 
.’ 
,’ 
/ 
.’ : 
,::.’ 
< 
, ,I. 
!. 
’ ! 
; : 
i: 
:’ 
‘., 
: 
, 
\ 
‘. 
: : 
I,, 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
:= 
T/?DLE XV - SPIN TEST S’JFM;IKY - 
Initial ?ledium 
Set and Release 
Pressure 
Tank lb/in2 
Charge : Time, 
rev/set . wt, lb set 
Oxidizer 250 22 $0~10.9 1.86 
320 16.5 L;;X-13.1 2.00 
Fuel 612 22 H20- 9.57 1.16 
Equivalent 
of Propellant 
-Remaining 
lb - g 
0.37 2.1s 
0.40 2.35 
0.17 1.31 
, 
I 
‘6 
I 
.> : 
,. .: 
7 
,!. .. 
7 ,A’ ‘- 
‘p 
-. 
.,’ > . . _. ‘,, . ...‘ 
! - ,.;, ,-a 
.A : :’ ‘. 1: .,‘. 
, __I,’ I . . 
/, .:-.. 
.:j 
/ . I.- . . . . 
. . . ,. 
_ . : .~ ,‘I i : 
: . 
_’ 
. 
j. 
I 
/ 
I 
i I 
j 
I 
i -, 
8 
I : 
: . , 
Test 
A 0. Y
1 
2 
3 
4 
.5 
6 
Spin 
Rate, 
cps 
6 
G 
7 
5 
5 
5 
G 
6 
6 
Coning Coning 
Angle, Period, 
deg set 
G 25 
' 6 25 - 
6 25 . 
G 25 
G 1215~ 
4 .'. " 25' 
4 -. 25 I 
'- 4 25 
4 25 .tj 
Towds of: 
Fuel. or 
% Ullage 
13 lb 
50:; 
50% 
Ti!:ie from start 
co l-c~l-I!lntiion 0; 
pilritbt>la . 
(not recorded) 
50% 
50% 
50% 
50% 
66% 
75% 
Note: (I) 38% sugar-wa ter solution used to simulate hydrazine/barium salts 
solution 
Test Spin Coning : Coning Founds of 
NO. Kate, hgle;, Fcriod, Fuel or 
cps deg : 1 set % Ullage 
1 T ',.' 6 - < 25 17 lb 
2 6; . -.. :,y .y : .: ,I 'y ; : . . 
25,2 ' 11+ lb; 502 
3 I 5 , ; _. &i I,- -. .; :.;;‘, z5 : 50% 
i;iote: ; (I) Eoilirzg H20 used co sj~~&&:e fluorine oxidizer 
Time from start 
to formation of 
parabola 
23 set 
21 set 
20 set' , .: 
i. 19 see! !.,. 
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((1) ‘>!lOCk ._-.-._ -- 
'!'wu :;l!ock pulses nlnng the thrust ads, 75 g (k7.5 g) peak amplitude, 
r.i::,pcd sawtooth or 'L. sine wave pulse shape, 6 (k.6) ms duration. 
(b) V:br3tion (t!lrusi :i.:iS only) 
Sinusoidal: 
A :c i s -- Frequency Knnge, cps Amp li tude Sweeprate .- . 
'Ikru~st 20 - 70 .02 in. D.h. G octjmin 
70 - 2000 %5.0 g 6 oct/min 
Random (Gauss ian) : 
hx I:; -- 
Thrust 
Frequency 
Range, cps 
20 - 2000 
PSD Level, hccel., 
g2/cw3 ,:-rms . Duration -- 
0.013 5 20 set 
,:i _. 
I 
Shock (a) . ,_ 
One sawtooth or k SLIIP wave p&ec:; G(k.6) v3 duration, at 75 g 
(i7.5 g) ,ampiitude, s-long thzwt a:&, (rm STD-8lG) 
(b) Vibration ", 
.' 
-. 
Axis Frequency Ikuxe, crz~ Aiglitude Swecprntc 
Thrust 213 - IOQ 0.04 in D.A. 6 octimin 
Normal -100-2130 ', . . 2 3.0 g 6 oct/min 
. Transverse ,,. . 200 - 2000 ', 2 10 g G oct/rrcin : 
Frequency ,. d PSD Z&v&~ Rcccl. a Axi s L- REq..e, cps . -p?_uq3 
,:j 7 
g-ms. Duration 
Thrust -. _ .':,.. ' 
Normal 20 .' 5 . 20 sed 
Tronsveroc 
,: 2330 ‘-$ ;,;,:;~:‘&a~ ” : 1 
:> 
: .:!, <. 
‘, . . . 
I 
C’. 1,. 
r 
f ‘. 
! : 
;: 
; . 
‘, -. Sttikl)s, i. S.; Smith, E. II'.; arid liurphy, V. 3.: Deve lopmcnt 0 i 2 Bar- ium 
1 ;., 
'.:i:cnicnt !k Ic;1sc Sys;'iea. SASA Contractor Kcport CR-1415, Xugw1. 13rr'l . 
i 
i'. 
i. ~ 
3. Scilxidt , tiarold Ii'.: 1In:ltlLing and USC of Fluorine and Fluorine-Oxygcx !4i.x- i"- 
turcs in Rocxct !;ystei!E. NASA SF-3037, 1967. I I 
4 . Ctiwical Proi>ulsiou I!lform;3tion Agency: Liquid Propellant Yanurrl. i 
DeccmSer, 1966. . : . !, f 
5. Entlicott, 1). L. and Ih-x~al~uc, L. H. : 1kvelopme;k and Demonstration of 
Criteria for Liquid Flul?rinc 
P.eport ClG.72543, June 1969. 
I ,.’ 
Feed System Component<'. NASA Contractor 
. . ., 
.- -. 1 
. 
I 
: 
: 
,- 
.- 
hPPESDIX 
. 
..’ 
. : 
I .’ 
-., 
. . 
I 
\‘i:li ic-lc P~rformanccr 
Tab le A 1 siimmari :A the !I' Lkc-Tomaliawk rocket performance in terms 01 
; light par;InIctcrs at t1!c Lime of I:c:lease. i;rom the ta?,le it can b& seen that 
vcliic Lc performanci* w:is quite close to 
occurritlc. witilin 0.10” Inuj;i tudcn., 0.12’ 
;lrc-ilight prediction with release 
latitude and 3 km sltitude of the 
CXpcCtc!d locat ion. Accuracy 01 ru!.ease time was wcil within the quoted :lccu- 
racy of ~6 see for LIIC mcchanicnl timer. 
l’aj load Rcs;lts 
.-, 
c. 
Althocgh the rclcasr was seen with the unaided eye at Baltimore, ZID and 
) Coquina Beach, XC as wc.lJ as at i<allops Station, VA the intensity ::nd parsis- -_ 
tc:1c:e of the subsequent cl&d were much lower than expected. Figure Al .iS i1 
view of the release obtained by a K-37 cambra (exposure from T + 227 sec. to 
T f 233 sec.) a~ Coquina Beac!~, NC. 
Cloud gr’owth as il function of time was measured’from enlargements of 35mm 
motion pictures of,. image orthicon video ta$,e data. These results are shown on 
Figure A2. The initial expansion, rate was &out 1.8 km/set. Es timntcd root 
IIICnIl square velocity (1.92 km/set) using average molecrllar weight of expected 
COmbUStioIl products agrees well with the observed cAp;msion. 
Figure A3 presents tlaL:a,in terms of photon flux measured with ;I l)hoto- 
muter I.ocatcd at Coquina and operated by Dr. E. 11. Manring of the Physics 
Dep t . of North Carolina State University. Dr. Planring reported tlrnt tllc Clbutl 
cxpandcd to 2 - 3 times :thc photometer field of >view of l.O”. This raw data 
was tiransI.ated, by LKC personnel,:.“into’te,rms of ionized barium (Us IL) yield 
using the method oE ref. J, section VII. :Tlie yield from the liquid chemicnl 
barium rcI.ease system is presented in ‘Tzb le ’ A2’, along with the P!a;r-l’l.z~~Ck- 
Institute sol.id system yields from- a release at comparable altitude in 1966 ‘. 
and at much h igher altitude (approx. -910 km) ,in 1970, An efficiency of 90 - 
952 (bnscd on available Ba) GJ~S expected from the liquid system. 
Theoretical and actu;ll ionizotidn time histories are shown in Figure A4. 
The low yielkl of Ba I I, the slow rate ‘of production, and the rnp,id, wide 
[-Ii dispersion of the ioIi Cloud were not i.J\lat had been expected from ground-ksed 
.- tests of the liquid system and past flight experience with another type’ of B:I 
release system. 
i I 
iIc;1vier ;ttoms ::Ucil iiS iSa (IF 137. ‘jJl> .llItl p.!I-L.i C.lc'S 01' Jrop lets b.p~>illd 
;lc-llicvc tllc silmcl velocity as tllc m;li.ll ‘boJ;’ (11 I ixlIC(*r 11~0I~~cu~us (~1;~~~ I: “I), 
but tllcy wo,~lc! tr;lvcl RI-c~tcr tIisrancc5i I~cfc~rc: c*omi:i;: to cclui 1 ibrium with tile 
C‘:IVfrOtlrllcllL. 'lllis llas pYc'ViOl Sly bvCII c+SC~.VL*~~ iu ci:c* flow of metal li:l~d pl-11- 
pcllants. It is be] icvt*rl Lh;lt p:lrC ICill:~tc m;iLtcr :\‘;I5 fCIIXL’(l in Ll;c! rclcase 
;lIld CJT;lVc?lcJ IilUClj grCi!tL’r tlis 1 .111CCS ?!I.II~ 111~1 Ii g11Lcr n:c~lccrllcs. Ass ump? ion 0 f * 
t’orm:1tio:1 of U:I coutninil~g particlcs (or OI’op IcCs) arlfl Lhc! grcaler ‘klispcrsioil 
tliercoI would explain why La i.,ns wcrc’ foU~:d over sr~cl~ n large ri:gion. 'llll2 
reason the tot4 I&3 ion densit~f contia!lcc! to i llcfciwc~ over 3 Long period of 
time rather than reaching a ma::imum vc 1-y rcrptcl ly atid slowly tlacaq-ing is be- 
lieved to be due-to slow reI.en.;c of Ha+ from particles or droplets at ambient 
temperature. ‘ih is 1. ow rate of product’ion of I3<1 I uns aild rapid dispersion 
would account for t!le low yield observed. Alter dui: consideration of possible 
burner operating contl itions (SW Fig. ALi), the case of O/F > 1.31 seems to be 
the conditir\n which best fits the observed results. On the bnsis of payload 
conditiozls (pressure and temperature) at release, extrapolated from conditions 
at launch, it is believed that cssentiaLly all of the oxidizer and fuel were 
cxpell4, but for some reason which cannot be determined’ from this esperimcnt, . 
the O/F ratio was higher than required to obtai.n near optimum yield. Adtli t i. on- 
nl flight experiments with telemetered oxidizer and fuel flow measurements 
would be required to give a definite explanatfon for the observed results. . 
I, 
I 
1, 
i, 
;. 
f 
I 
i 
. i 
Figure A- 1. - Barium ion cloucl viewed from COquina 13eXl., Kqrth Carolina. > 
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